VERSATILITY
MARKS TMI TYPE RB
GENERAL PURPOSE MEMORIES
with a wide range of applications for the
computer design engineer who eyes costs,
evaluates his time ... and expects high
speed operation with long term reliability.

.,

APPLICATIONS
Systems for ...
Automatic Control • Data
editing and format revision • Multiplexing data
.from several sources •
Anatog to digital conversion • Small digital computers • Complex data
processing • Automatic
checkout programing •
Process control· Machine
tool control • Wea pons
fire control • Digital data
communication • Meteor
burst data transmission •
Nuclear energy analysis
and instrumentation •
Pulse height analysis
®

Designed for use in data systems requiring
small, fast memories compatible with logical
control at rates to 200 kc.
Capacity - 128 to 1024 words - 4 to 24 bits
per word - larger capacities with multiple units.
5-microsecond load or unload - 8-microsecond
complete memory cycle.
Operating Modes - Sequential load and unload
- random access load and unload - clear/write
and read/restore memory cycles. Operations
may be intermixed in any manner desired.
Input and Output Signals - input may be either
polarity and may be levels or pulses; output
signals are levels.
Circle 1 on Reader Service Card.

TELEMETER MAGNETICS Inc
P. O. Box 329, Culver City, California
offices and plant: 9937 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, California
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IT'S ADECISION '
WORTH MILLIONS ~~...
several good computers
to choose from

BUT 4 -SIGNIFICANT
FACTS STAND OUT

SEE CONTROL DATA'S Computing Center ill action at the Minneapolis office.

2
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FACT 1.

FACT 3.

Control Data's advanced, largescale 1604 Computers have been
-customer operated an average
of 72.3 hours per week since
acceptance. These computers have been
_ operating with an uptime of 98.5%. Such outstanding performance records represent the total
history of customer operation for all 1604
computers since their acceptance.

Control' Data's \all - inclusive
customer services are tailored
to meet your needs. Programm,er
and Programming Assistance. Complete Programming Packages including Compilers, Automatic Routines, Service Library Routines, and
Standard Input-Output Routines. Complete
Computing Center for Customer Service and
-Program Debugging. System Planning Analysts.
Application Analysts. Customer Training. Field
Mainte~ance. Nationwide Sales Offices.

FACT 2.

FACT 4.

Control Data builds and delivers
the advanced, large-scale 1604
Computers in less than 10
mon ths. All 1604 Computers have been in-

Control Data's advanced largescale 1604 Computers cost
hundreds of thousands of dollars
less than comparable computers.

stalled at the sites and fully operating within
only 5 days.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATIOti about Control Data's full line of completely
transistorized computers, Phone FEderaI9-0411 .•. wire or write:
Mr. George S. Hanson. Director of Sales

£- S?p~r~~~Up~T~ES£~\~~~JJ2~
Circle 2 on Reader Service Card.
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New temperature controlled MICROSTACK® meets

MILITARY REQUIREMENT

The General Ceramics MICROSTACK, one of the most
important advances in memory core packaging, now
operates in a temperature range of from -55°C to
+85°C. Core characteristics remain constant. By maintaining temperature stability inside the MICROSTACK
.unit, General Ceramics engineers have developed a
memory core package that is smaller, more rugged,
requires no external cooling or heating, and meets MIL
shock and vibration 'specifications.
For additional information, please write on company
letterhead. Addres~ inquiries to Section D..
DIVISION

OF

.APPLIED LOGIC DEPARTMENT

GENERAL CERAMICS
GENERAL

TEe H N I CAL

C ERA M I C S,
.

4

KEASBEY, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.
FER R I T E A N D

M E M 0 R Y

PRO D u e TS
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a distant point, don' ail to investigate e S-C 3000.
booklet to Stro
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A statement froin Behr-Manning Co.:

computer processes our customer

order data in 1/50 the time."

Behr-Manning's Philip Doherty (left) mee.ts with members of his group at the Datafile.

6

Edwin C.Evans,Vice President and General Manager of Behr-Manning Co.

DRTRMRTICN

"Our Burroughs computer processes our
customer order data in 1/50 the time ...
and provides our management with upto-the-minute statistical reports for the
control and planning of our business:'
EDWIN C. EVANS

Vice President and General Manager
Behr-Manning Co.

Nearly40,000 different products are manufactured by Behr-Manning Co., of Troy,
New York, a division of Norton Company.
These products have use in almost every
manufacturing process ... from the making of cars to the shelling of peanuts. The
products are of three main types: coated
abrasives, pressure sensitive tapes and
floor maintenance products. BehrManning, with its parent company, the
Norton Company, is the largest abrasives
enterprise in the world, and Behr-Manning's cellophane and other pressure sensitive tapes, sold under the "Bear" Brand
are quality leaders in their field.
. Behr-Manning's vast selection of products are stocked and shipped from the
factory warehouse and from 16 branch
warehouses across the country. Their
products are purchased by countless different types of customers through every
major channel of distribution.
The company, which began as a sandpaper business in 1872, now has 3,000
employees. As -Behr-Manning's line of
products and list of customers grew, their
record keeping and accounting procedures also became extremely complex. In
November, 1958, they installed a Burroughs 205 electronic data processing
system to solve their paperwork problems.
Behr-Manning's decision to purchase
a Burroughs 205 was preceded by consid.erable investigation. Vice President

and General Manager, Edwin C. Evans,
states, "We first organized a 6-man study
team. The group's job was to determine
whether or not a data processing program would help us, and if so, to recommend which data processing system
would help us most. When we _decided
to enter electronic data processing, the
group prepared a detailed description of
our particular requirements. Vie settled
on Burroughs equipment because the 205
best satisfied our specific needs. Furthermore, the high capacity, low-cost random
access Datafiles were especially suited to
our application:'
The computer ,soon took over a number of complex clerical functions ... in
actuality, 19 different computational assignments, from factory payroll to budget reporting. The computer's capacity
enabled it to -do all of this work in only
10 hours per week.
Despite the magnitude of these jobs,
this was not the chief reason for acquiring the 205. Behr-Manning's most important need is a process called "order
. entry:' which literally automates the entire sales-inventory-billing-report cycle.
The source of all Behr-Manning operations is the customer order, which is also
a source of a mass of paper work. It
must be edited, analyzed and reproduced prior to completion of processing.
"All order entry, from every branch,
can be done by our 205:' states Philip
Doherty, Behr-Manning's Manager of
Operations Analysis and Planning. "We
process thousands of orders a day. An
original order is picked up just once at a
receiving location and all the work is
done automatically in the system. An
order coming in from a branch office is
transmitted in minutes to headquarters
by private wire, quantity and item data
are automatically fed to the. cOI:nputer,
and return wire messages make stock
status and shipping information instantly
available to the branch office:'
In addition to processing the order,
the 205's magnetic tape Datafiles, each
having a capacity of 20,000,000 digits of
,information, hold many thousands of different customer and product records.
When an order is entered in the 205, the
computer locates the appropriate customer and product records, then issues

Burroughs Corporation
July / August
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either a production order or shipping instruction. It also automatically prices the
order and issues the invoice. Upon completion of a customer order, the computer
automatically issues factory orders to replenish the stock level of the factory or
branch warehouse.
The statistics accumulated by the 205
are then prepared in numerous different
reports which are distributed either daily,
weekly, monthly or quarterly in a digested form for Behr-Manning management. The reports include information on
sales, finance and production. Previous
to the 205 these statistical analyses required as long as three weeks to prepare.
Now, even the most involved report can
be issued in 48 hours, and if information
is needed more quickly, it can be obtained
by inquiring through the computer console. In such cases, specific replies are
typed automatically by the printer.
"These up-to-the-minute reports:' says
Behr-Manning's President, Elmer C.
Schacht, "are invaluable to us in the planning and control of.our business. The information obtained from one waste
report alone should save us thousands of
dollars a year. In addition to improving
the speed and accuracy of our own operation, installation of the 205 benefits
our customers with the fastest possible
service:'
Behr-Manning originally leased their
205 computer, but after about-nine
months of use, they decided to purchase
it. Vice President Edwin C. Evans points
out, "By June, 1959, it was obvious that
our 205 would accommodate all of our
Corder entry' procedures plus many of our
other data processing needs. So at that
time we purchased the 205 outright. The
equipment had proved itself and it made
economical good sense to own it rather
than rent it:'
Like the people of Behr-Manning,
hundreds of otherindustrial and business
users are confirming the same experience.
Burroughs complete line of electronic
data processing equipment is backed by
a coast-to-coast team of computer specialists, all eager to tell you how Burroughs
can help in your business. For additional
information, write General Manager,
Data Processing Systems 9roup, Detroit,
Michigan.

"NEW DIMENSIONS/in electronics and data

Circle 5 on Reader Service Card.
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NEW FROM BENSON-LEHNER! TRANSISTORIZED, HIGH PRODUCTIVITY GRAPH PLOTTER

This new digital input Electroplotter Model J is designed for high productivity. You can produce more graphs per hour. It's simple to
operate because it has" . push-button scaling, dialable origin, and automatir: input control over scale, origin, and printing. Fully-buffered
input permits reading and plotting simultaneously ... completely automatic print mechanism draws lines, prints numbers and
prints symbols. In addition to these features, plotting speeds up to 400 points per minute are attainable with magnetic tape input.
The Electroplotter J is a handsome, single unit instrument with a plotting area of 30" x 30". Point plotting accuracy: 0.05% of full scale.
For complete information, write

~<J

bensc:»n-Iehner Corporation, 1860 Franklin Street, Santa Monica, California.

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card.
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For. eng i neeri ng, for research, for bu~iness
.
data processing In companies both large
and small ... The new, fully-transistorized

ELECTRONIC COMPUTING SYSTEM

another outstanding computer value
... marketed by Royal MCBee Corporation

Advanced design: fully transistorized - with important
new computer design concepts that provide the largest
memory, greatest problem-solving capacity and flexibility in the low- or medium-priced field. Entire system
-computer, input-output typewriter and tape punchread console-have been specially designed as a unit.
High-speed computing ability: extra large' capacity
(8008 words) magnetic drum memory, with special
fast access features. Computing speeds of up to 230,000
operations per minute. Ultra high speed input-output:
500 characters per second photoelectric punched paper
tape reader, and 300 characters per second paper tape
punch available as optional equipment. Easy to use:
maximum results can be obtained by non-technical
personnel. Users benefit from free training, continuing
assistance, an extensive library of programs. Versatile
command structure provides programming speed and
flexibility. Low. in cost: priced just above the smallscale computers, the RPC-4000 outperforms computers
costing many times more. Economical to install and

operate: no site preparation, air-conditioning or special

maintenance required. Plugs into any standard wall
outlet. Multiple application ability: designed to perform engineering, scientific and research calculations,
as well as business data processing and management
, control functions.
The RPC-4000 is a product of the Royal Precision
Corporation, and is marketed by the Data Processing ,
Division of Royal McBee. It is the latest member of the
growing family of electronic computers from the people whose LGP-30 has become the world's leading
small-scale computer.
.
•

Royal Precision CorporaUon

Royal Precision is jointly owned by the Royal McBee and General Precision Equipment Corporations. RPC-4000 sales and service are available coast-to-coast, in Canada and abroad through
Royal McBee Data Processingoffices. For full specifications, write

ROYAL MCBEE CORPORATION, data processing division, Port Chester, N.Y.
Circle 7 on Reader Service Card.
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READ WHAT
THIS BRAND· NEW
HONEYWELL 400 High-speed magnetic tapes, magnetic core memory, high-speed printingHoneywell 400 gives you all the basics of big system EDP at far lower
cost. You can process 650 punched cards a minute. You can read
SYSTEM CAN DO-' and write taped information simultaneously, and transfer this information
at a speed of 96,000 decimal digits per second. You can print lines of
AND WE'LL BET YOU 120 characters in length at a rate of 900 lines a minute. And you get
good clean, readable carbons, too!

DATA PROCESSING

OVERESTIMATE

How much? Take a guess. $12,000? $15,000? $20,000? Write your own
ITS· MONTHLY RENTAL' ticket, then look on page 72 and see how little Honeywell 400 costs.

COST BY THOUSANDS, Then call your nearest Honeywell office for full details; or write to
OF DOLLARS!

Minneapolis-Honeywell, Datamatic Division,
Wellesley Hills 81, Massachusetts.
EERING THE FUTURE

Honey",ell
H e~D~p~~

Circle 8 on Reader Service Card.
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COBOL STORY
CONTINUES IN THIS ISSUE

SS 80s. 90s
ROLL OUT ONE EACH DAY

WHITHER
BURROUGHS' COMPUTERS?

GE MOVES IN ON
GENERAL PURPOSE FIELD
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in business and science

Various opinions regarding COBOL continue to make the
rounds in computing circles. Three references to this
first attempt to establish a common bus,iness
oriented language for computers will be found in
this issue. DOD's C. A. Phillips has written a
follow-up letter concerning COBOL and other CODASYL
matters which appears on page 70. RCA takes an
official COBOL stand on page 35. And GE seems somewhat less,than sold on the concept on page 44.
At Ilion, N.Y., Remington Rand is turning out solid
state systems (SS 80s and 90s) at a rate of one a
day. At present, approximately 150, systems have been
shipped. Company sources state that 250 orders are
in. Meanwhile, much behind-the-s.cenes RemRand
activity suggests the imminent announcement of another new system, reportedly of the business variety.
There is much speculation currently regarding changes
which have occurred within Burroughs Corporation. To
quote Burroughs president Ray R. Eppert, address1~g
stockholders, " • • • I want to tell you about a very
significant corporate re~organization • • • This
re-alignment affects the philosophy, administration
and operation of Burroughs -- including manufacturing, engineering, research, product planning and
marketing." The ElectroData and Burroughs divisions
are now the manufacturing and engineering divisions.
Their products are marketed by an Equipment and
Systems Marketing Division. What seems to be happening, as far as Burroughs' dp division, ElectroData,
is concerned is that the emphasis on_a strictly
computer-oriented operation seems to be altered.
Burroughs computers may soon be offered as part of an
overall office equipment packag-e. The -OK phrase
around Detroit hq these days, we are told, is "item
processing~" not "data processing." It will be interesting to see this new Burroughs look in operation.
Out on the Arizona desert, where Phoenix thrives
under a thin vell of smog and GE makes computers,
things began happening this summer. Lacy W. Goostree
replaced George A. Hagerty as marketing manager of
the computer department. Hagerty, a process control
enthusiast, was named manager, process computers. In
mid-June, GE announced its first general purpose
digital computer, the 225 (see page 44). At the same
time, ~t began referring to the NCR 304 (GE manufactured) as the 304 and even the GE 304 (even though
it was DATAMATION's understanding that the original
machine was of NCR design). Early in July, GE and
Arizona State Univ. at Tempe announced they were
jettisoning the school's 704 installation and replacing it with a 304 system. By setting an August
installation date, the firm lays claim to "the first
large scale; completely transistorized system to be
11

installed in a computer center on a university
campus." The dhange at Tempe might also represent
the first step in a company-wide move to cut down on
the huge rental GE is paying for IBM equipment. The
figure is said to be upwards of $12 million annually. With the 225, GE may be beginning its longexpected invasion of the general purpose field.

AMPEX, TMI
MERGER ALL BUT' SET

C-E-I-R, GAC
SIGN MERGER CONTRACT

NEW PACT
SETS TI-IBM COOPERATION

COMPUTER USAGE
ASSIGNED M-H PROJECTS

As Ampex and Telemeter Magnetics talk merger, DATAMATION established a few facts and heard a few
rumors. More likely than not, TMI will become a
working unit within Ampex, not a subsidiary of that
firm. The L. A. firm's officials expect few, if any,
personnel changes resulting,from the merger and
state that TMI will almost cert~inly remain in
Southern California. Meanwhile, up in Redwood City,
word'is that an Ampex computer, presumably a gp
machine, is at least in the thinking stage, maybe
on paper. Final merger particulars were not available at press time.
We are informed by C-E-I-R that DATAMATION was
premature in counting them out of the STRETCH picture (May/June issue). According to the Ar.1ington,
Va. firm, negotiations for a STRETCH on the West
Coast are well under way wi th IBM. 'In another
west-of-Rockies development, C-E-I-R announced the
signing of a merger contract with General Analysis,
Corporation of California. C-E-I-R is the surviving
company in the July 1 'transaction. GAC has been in
existence since 1955 and has divisions at Dugway,
Utah and Fort Huachuca, Arizona, in addition to
headquarters personnel in L. A. GAC's activities range
from war gaming and operations analysis to economic
surveys and data processing. The firm has a fulltime staff of 30 headed by Dr. Alexander M. Mood
and Dr. George' W. Brown.
Texas Instruments has signed a new agreement with
IBM providing for the continuing exchange of technical information pertaining to transistors and
diodes for at least three more years. In addition,
the exchange of technical information was broadened
to include TI circuits. Under the agreement, each
company retains the right to exchange its technical
information with other organizations. A procurement
commitment through 1961 sustaining, as a minimum,
TI's current production level of transistors for
IBM's dp machin~B was also completed. Under the
agreement terms, IBM has the freedom to manufacture
or buy its remaining transistor requirements and
there are no limitations on TI's freedom tri sell to
other customers.
Late in June, TI accepted delivery of the flrst
7070 to be installed anywhere. The Texas firm is
paying $3l,000~per month for the system.
Computer Usage Co., Inc., developer of the Honeywell
Algebraic Compiler, has been awarded several additional contracts by Minneapolis-Honeywell. The New
York City firm is engaged in simulation of the 650 of
the H-800, development of a card version of the
ARGUS Assembly System, and a comprehensive study of
feasibility and techniques for code translation between large-scale systems.

r
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SAME·DAY SHIPMENT OF
STANDARD DELTAMAX CORE SIZES
Arnold 6T tape cores (aluminumcased and hermetically-sealed)
offer you three very important design advantages. One: Maximum
compactness, comparable to or
exceeding that previously offered
only by plastic-cased cores. Two:
Maximum built-in protection
against environmental hazards.
Three: Require no supplementary
insulation prior to winding and can
be vacuum impregnated after
winding.
N ow we've added a fourth vital
,advantage: Maximum availability.
An initial stock of approximately

20,000 Deltamax 1, 2 and 4-mil
tape cores in the proposed ElA
standard sizes (See AlEE Publication No. 430) is ready on warehouse shelves for your convenience. From this revolving stock,
you can get immediate shipment
(the same day order is received)' on
cores in quantities from prototype lots to regular production re.
quirements.
Use Arnold 6T cores in your
designs for improved performance
and reduced cost. rhey're guaranteed against 1000-volt breakdown
... guaranteed to meet military

test specifications for resistance to
vibrat.ion and shock ... guaranteed
also to meet military specifications
for operating temperatures. The 6T
hermetic casing meth~d is extra
rigid to protect against strains.
Let us supply your requirements.
Full data (Bulletin TC-lOlA and
Supplements) on request . • Write
The Arnold Engineering Company,
Main Office and Plant, Marengo, Ill.
ADDRESS DEPT. D·7

@ ,&JEN(Q))LJD)

~ SPEC.IALISTS In MAGNETIC MATERIALS
BRANCH OFFICES and REPRESENTATIVES in PRINCIPAL
CITIES • Find them FAST In the YELLO W PAGES
1539
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Today's sophisticated buyer of scientific and business
data processing equipment knows that expandability,
efficiency, and simplicity of operation must be
considered right along with, speed specifications.

The Bendix G-20, with "organization chart" design
off~rs an optimum (:ombination
-

r

0/ ALL these features that you'll

~

find in no other system ... at any price! To see why,
compare the G-20 to an efficient business organization ..
The "boss" of the system is the Central Processor ...

with organization

a very fast digital computer. Unlike other data processors
which must direct every operation" this boss delegates many of its
responsibilities to highly skilled "line supervisors:' called
control buffers. These units direct input-output operations, data transfers
and code translations-independently, but under program control. The

chart design

Central Processor remains free to do the work that 'only it is qualified
to do ... high speed computing, as well as scheduling and directing the

means

work flow in the proper order of importance.
This "organization chart" efficiency is what makes the G-20 system
so fast and economical. It makes multiple, simultaneous operations
completely practical, and with a minimum of equipment. The G-20's

unequalled

own management skill eliminates most operator decisions.
Truly modular, a G-20 system can vary in size from medium-scale to very large.
Note carefully the specifications below. Check them against any other data
processing system you wish ... then compare price. You will see why we can state
so confidently that the Bendix G-20 offers unequalled performance lor your

data processing"dollar. Write or wire lor detailed descriptive literature.

performance

SPECIFICATIONS: MEMORY: Core, to 32,768 words in 4096 word modules.
EXECUTE +: 7ps. avg., fixed point, one-word precision. 13 ps. avg., floating point,
one-word precision. EXECUTE X: 49 ps avg., fixed point, one-word precision.
49 ps. avg., floating point, one-word precision. ARITHMETIC: Built-in floating point,
12 decimal digit precision. CIRCUITRY: Solid-state;parallelj 2.5 kva.
PROGRAMMING: Algebraic compiler or symbolic assembler. INPUT/OUTPUT: 165,000
character/second max., asynchronous. MAGNETIC TAPE: 120,000 decimal digit/second
read-write. LINE PRINTERS: 600 lines per minute. PUNCHED TAPE: 500 or more
,
character/second readers. 100 or more character/second punches.
PUNCHED CARDS: Standard high-speed 80 column units. CONTROL BUFFERS: 1024
character memory for data and commands. Controls trans~ission on~line or off-line.

Bendix Computer Division'
DEPT. E-26 LOS ANGELES 45. CALIF.

T~ncf~

CORPORATION

for your
data
•

process~ng
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With the availability on August 1 of a complete IBM 7090 facility at
the C-E-I-R Research Headquarters in Arlington,
.
Virginia, your EDP and systems problems ... whether pertaining to
business, industry or government . .. will be solved faster
and at a lower cost than heretofore. A second 7090 will be .
installed in our New York Research Center in September.
C-E-I-R HAS THE PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE and proven
backup skills to take fullest advantage of the 7090 system ...
for maximum, economy to our clients.
linear programming • computer programming • operations research
mathematical model-building • military command controls systems
space technology research • statistical design • eco~ometrics
PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS. In the past year, CEIR's sales and professional staff
have both doubled. Staff appointments are now open for
computer programmers, mathematiCians and operations research analysts.
Address your inquiry to the Personnel Director.

Research Headquarters: 1200 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington, Va.-OTis 4·6377

I

Research Centers: 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York-YUkon 6·3232
6422 Fannin Street, Houston~Texas-GReenfield 8·4014
11753 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.-JAckson 6·2665

[
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industry. Material submitted should be accompanied by pictures and Illustrations when possible. Unsolicited manuscripts to be returned to
writer should include return postage but editor
assumes no responsibility for their safety (although all reasonable care will be taken).
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by S.A. LANZAROTTA
Editor

At exactly 5:37 p.m. on June 15th, eight Rocketdyne
engines powering the super-booster first stage of a
Saturn space vehicle roared to life at a test site at
NASA's George C. Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Alabama. For 122 seconds the giant missile,
firmly locked to the test .stand, hurled a huge shaft of
flames and gasses representing 1,500,000 pounds of
thrust (30,000,000· hp) into a metal chute. The shaft
struck the ground and shot back into the air to form a
200-foot tapering tail.
This completely successful static firing shook some
200 press representatives, Army personnel and other
spectators watching from a hill one-half mile from the
test stand - shook them emotionally and physically.
The miles of trembling earth surrounding' the firing
site provided convincing evidence that all of the world's
advanced rocket work was not being performed somewhere in the wastelands of Russia.
These editors and reporters had, earlier that day, attended a press conference at the center (formerly the
Army Ordnance .Missile Command) and heard Dr.
Wernher von Braun say that the test firing planned for
weeks and executed that day and, indeed, any effective
space vehicle program would have been impossible to
develop without computers and computing techniques.
"The impact of large computers has been felt in the
missile industry more thari in any other area in our
life," Dr. von Braun said. "In a decade," he added,
"computers have developed from a curiosity and convenience in space vehicle design to an integral, indispens,able element of our work."
The press gathering was occasioned by the dedication of an IBM 7090 at the NIarshall Center's Computation Division. This installation represented the first
18

"standard" 7090 to be put into operation. Modified
versions of the system have b~en incorporated into the
Ballistic NIissile Early Warning System.
An impressive array of computing power is found at
MSFC - power which establishes the center's computer facility as the largest, by far, in the southeast
United States.
In mid-June, the 7090 was operating in one of two
large adjoining rooms which also housed a 704, a 705
and a 709. Elsewhere in the Huntsville complex five
Burroughs 205s, 10' Royal McBee LGP-30s, four IBM
610s, three Burroughs E-I0ls and a Bendix G-15 were
helping to meet the center's computational demands.
The center also maintains a 205 at Cqpe Canaveral.
The 704 and 709 were replaced by a second 7090
on July 21 and more equipment is on· the way. Eight
1401s are on order and the division will get a second
705 in September. Four of the 1401s will support the
90s and four will back up the 5s.
the army's role

For more than a decade, advanced computational
techniques have played a vital role in the Army's rocket and space vehicle efforts. As part of Dr. von Braun's
space flight t~am, a Computation Laboratory under
Dr. Helmut Hoelzer was established in 1950 for the
Guided NIissile Division of Redstone Arsenal. In 1956
the division became a part of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency. Two years later, ABNIA was made one of
the principal elements of the Army Ordnance Missile
Command.
The mission of the Computation Laboratory had
three aspects: Application of computing science and
techniques in the field of guided or ballistic missiles
and space vehicles; economic utilization of computation equipment, and further development of computing
theories.
.
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To carry out this mISSIOn as space vehicles have increased in complexity and power, there has been an increasing reliance on electronic computing equipment
for scientific investigations and analysis. The direct parallel between the growth in missiles and space vehicles
at Huntsville and the use of IBM equipment as the
principal source of computing power may be seen in
the following table.
-

COMPUTER

PROGRAM

Card Programmed Calculator system which
was first digital computer used in space program. Added figures' at
rate of 2,174 'a minute.
Two epe's were added
later.

Development of the
Army Redstone, 200mile range, which was
the nation's first balllstic missile and established excellent record
of reliability.

1951

Jupiter C' (Composite
Reentry Test Vehicle),
consis<ting of modified
Redstone and upper
stages, under development to study reentry
problem.

1955

Two 650 data processing systems capable of
performing 78,000 additions a minute. 650 '
tape system added
later.

Priority development of
Jupiter IRBM under
way. Vehicle provides
pinpoint accuracy over
1,500-mile range. First
IRBM launched by this
nation.

1956

704 data processing
system. First large-scale
electronic computer at
Huntsville. Magnetic
tape system able to add
figures at rate of 1,496,000 a minute.

Launching of Explorer
I, free world's first
earth satellite. Three
oth~~'s orbited during
the year. General increase in space activity.

1958

705 data processing system capable of 1,364,000 logical decisions a
minute. Second 704
computer added during
the year.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1959

709 data processing system used for more difficult research problems
encountered. Able to
perform 2,496,000.logical decisions a minute.

Project Saturn, Development of super-booster with thrust of 1.5million pounds. Becomes -NASA project
July. 1, with goal of
flights around moon and
into deep space.

1960

. 7090 data processing
system. First solid-state
computer at Huntsville.
Data available from
storage in 2.18 millionths of a second.
Adds 13,740,000 figures
a minute.

proiect saturn

Because of the size of the Saturn booster and the
clustering of eight engines to power it, the computations required in Project Saturn far exceed any other
undertaken in the nation's space program. This complex work, begun under the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency and continuing under the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (since July 1) will be
handled by the 7090s.
Typical of the problems encountered are new areas
of research being investigated. These include the effects of vibration and heat transfer caused by interaction of the multiple engines; thrust alignment which
determines where the actual thrust vector of the engines is located, and multiplexing of fuel and oxidizing
engines to provide continued power in the event of
one or more engine. failures.
.
To obtain this information for computer reduction
and analysis, more than eight to ten times as much data
is taken from each static firing of. the Saturn booster
than from any previous space vehicle. In early eightengine tests, information was collected from 970 instrument channels attached to the booster. Static testing of
the Redstone missile required only 100 instrument
channels. Later in the Saturn program, far .greater
amounts of information will be collected fro"m actual
test Rights throughtelem~tering and optical and elec- .
tronic tracking.
.
In handling this data, the Computing Division acts
as a central switching point -in the constant interchange
'
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Part of the readout from an MSFC 7090 showing computations involved in plotting the translunar flight of a space vehicle.
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COMPUTING P,OWER AT HUNTSVILLE •..

of information and ideas among the various groups
that make up the Marshall Space Flight Center.
For example, Guidance and Coptrol might indicate
an equipment change. A 7090 would simulate the Bight
of the revised vehicle and the new trajectory would be
passed to Aeroballistics for study. A new ,trajectory
might be devised and the vehicle computer-Bown
again. The results of this simulation might be given to
Structures and Mechanics for an evaluation of the
results to learn if other physical changes are needed.
the SPOOK system

(DATAMATION will present a detailed account of
the SPOOK system in an' early issue.)
The conventional procedure in computer operations
is to process the three ,basic types of programs separately. This means that test problems, assembly of new
programs and production runs often must be handled
singly.
With the increased operating speed of the 7090,
however, it was desirable that jobs of all types should
be stacked on a single reel of magnetic tape to be
processed continuously regardless of sequence., This
would minimize interruption of computing time for
tape changes and other manual operations.

COMPUTING
FROM
V-2

TO
SATURN

Dr. Helmut Haelzer, directar af the Marshall Space
Flight Center's Camputatian Divisian, is a canversatianal
spell-binder af the van Braun schaal. One af same 120
Peenemuende calleagues af the famed scientist whO' surrendered to the Western Allied Pawers at the' end af
Warld War II, Haelzer cambines the limitless concentrated enthusias~ af the camputer specialist 'with the
dedicated zeal typical af all the missile scientists at the
Huntsville center.
Haelzer's dual interest in camputing and missiles began when he joined van Braun at the Peenemuende Racket Center in 1937. Haelzer's staff af 12 Ph.D.'s and 40
secretaries with desk calculatars was perhaps making the
warld's first arganized attempts to' predict and plat rocket
trajectaries.
«Campared with the equipment we have available Ita~
day and the wark we are able to' accamplish, aurs were"
very primitive effarts," Haelzer stated. "But even thaugh
it taak us manths instead af haurs, we came up with the
basic infarmatian."
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To achieve this objective, computation personnel at
Huntsville'developed SPOOK - Supervisory Program
Over Other Kinds. It is believed to be the first complete automatic operations monitor to be put into use.
SPOOK is an expansion of the SHARE Op'erating
System (SOS) developed for users of IBM's large-scale,
scientifically-oriented computers. It is tailored specifically for the 7090 and the Huntsville computing mission.
Consisting of 50,000 instructions on a single reel of
tape, SPOOK enables the 7090 to recognize whether
incoming data should be used to diagnose its own
performance, assemble a program or run one of its
data handling jobs.
As the monitor switches computer activity, from one
type of job to another, an on-line printer indicates what
action is being taken. It also notifies the operator when
to, change input or output tape reels. If, during a test
run, trouble is encountered, SPOOK prepares q. «snapshot" of the situation in which the 7090's stored information is printed out for analysis. An interrupt feature
enables operators to enter emergency computations by
Bicking a sense, switch which halts current operations
and returns to them when urgent work is completed.
Because of the 7090's power, a computing job which
might take ,two hours on a large non-transistorized
computer, could be completed by the solid-state sys. tem in 15 or 20 minutes. The SPOOK monitor makes
possible maximum use of this speed by eliminating

Haelzer's graup eventually gathered a sizable mass af
camputing equipment which was the equivalent af a
basic analag system, he relates.
Haelzer tells this stary abaut his first cantact with
actual racket firing. He had been invalved in a series af
particularly difficult camputatianal prablems and was discussing them fairly heatedly with van Braun. At ane paint
in the' canversatian, the camputerman relates, van Braun
seized him by the arm and, in a spirit af this-thing-isbigger-than-all-af-us, taak' him to' a V-2 test ,site. A V-2
was abaut to' be launched; the cauntdawn was in pragress.
Haelzer relates that he was peering through a hale in a
fence near a test stand as the cauntdawn progressed. The
caunt reached zero, the racket raared aff the pad and
the blast rammed the fence intO' Haelzer's face, blaadying
his'nose.
«It was a very impressive accasian," Haelzer says with
a laugh. "From then an, rocketry was in my blaod."
Haelzer echO's van Braun's c~mtentian that missile develapment cauld nat naw progress withaut the assistance
of camputer technalagy.
"The V-2 rocket was, develaped at Peenemuende basically withaut autamatic digital computers. As a result,
there were approximately 1,000 test firings. Yet far the
vastly mare intricate Saturn, we have scheduled anly 10
research and develapment firings."
DATAMATION asked haw lang the twa 7090's wauld
be able to' meet the center's camputatianal needs. '
"We expect aur present equipment to' take us through
the entire Saturn project," Haelzer stated. "But," he cantinued, "we knaw from experience that aur camputer
effectiveness gaes dawn as missile develapment becames
mare camplex. We will probably need a 'next generatian'
machine in three to' five years."
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,The ,Marshall Space Flight Center at
'Huntsville, Ala., is the newest' and'
'largest of the NASA's' field, illstalI,l-:
: tions. Directed by Dr~ :VVernher yon
~ Braun, the Marshall Center "i~ :.in "
chargeof dev~lopingNASb. space'
veliicles and, conducting research.
" Employing some 5,500 persons, the
:NJ.arshall Center is' the only, single
organiz,ltion 'in the U.S. capable of
conducting a launch vehicle program
Lfron:tconceptioll, of the' idea" tlirough
desigrl, development, fabrication and
fHghttestiIlg~ , "'"
"
'
'

;~~,<!l~£ ,. ~&~!~te~~·.~~E~l1?i~~},~QR}l~!:~S

Fabrication and Assembly EngineerJOllllng the city of Huntsville. Its faing Division, the Guidance and Con~
cilHiesare valued at $lOO:-million.
trol Division, the Launch Operations
, ,Aiuong the MSFC programs are the
Directorate, theltesearch Projects.
Sn.tunjheavysp<lce vehicle;i\gel1da B,
'Division, the Structures and Mechan-· ~
Centriur~ ~jnd the F ~ 1 single chamber
1,500,OOg~pou?d,thn~st', enghle;.'.1'lie " ics Division, the Systems Analysis'
,center , ~s.~lso,bllnching a series 0(' Divisi'Jn~' and the ,Test Division.
The ,Computation, Division is re'satellites and ;spaceprobes; with ,the'
sponsible ,for establishi~g, :and conJlin0 IIb()()ster, and providing 'modiducting high-speed digital cornputa-: j
fied Redstone 'rockets for the Mercury
tion, simulation, and data rednction
manneds<ltellite ,progl'am of NASA.
in the fields of space vehicle research,
TlietechnicalJunctions ,of the center.are diyidedamong .ninedivisions:
development, test" and' •flightfirilig;
These are:;' The Aeroballistics Divi:anddevising iInprov~d methods and
#.,s~~!~ ;..~~~._q~)l!I,I?~t~!~ml 'rii~i~i~p,;.t~~~, ,~~y:,t~~l~~,in, this 'fie~~l:,'

much machine preparation through continuous productive nms. It also provides invaluable aid to machine
opel;ators and programmers.
the people

Dr. Helmut Hoelzer, director of MSFC's Computation Division, heads a computer effort involving 275
employees, many of whom are scattered throughout
the center's nine divisions. He is assisted by Charles
L. Bradshaw, the division's deputy director.
Bradshaw, a man who knows his computing equipment and knows how to best apply it in space work,
has the distinction of being the only American deputy
director at the center. All other directors and deputies
are members of von Braun's original German contingent.
The deputy director explains that the division is
made up of three groups. Scientific and commercial
digital computing is performed at the comp lab by
155 General Electric employees and 25 civil service
employees. The analog and simulation facility (a Bendix three-axis flight table and other equipment) has a
staff of 25 and the data reduction center employs 45.
The remaining personnel operate digital equipment
in other divisions and at the 205 site at Canaveral.
Eighty percent of the digital computing is tied in
with NASA work. The remaining 20 percent is commercial work performed for the Army.

"vVe have a joint effort here involving GE, civil
service and IBNI applied science representatives,"
Bradshaw stated. "\\1 e feel we have a good working
arrangement in operation and we can point to achievements such as development of the SPOOK system to
prove it."

'.

MSFC director Dr. Wernhcr von Braun (right) reviews solar-system flight calculations with Dr. Helmut Hoelzer (left). director of
the computation division, and Dr. Eberhard Rees. deputy.director
for research and dcvelopment.

chist~rof" eight convelitionalliq~~id®' ,"" L;t~r config~~l:;lti®~l~~,~~;;pl~Ying
f~rojectS;ltu;;~" direa~d
fueled rocket engines, eachdevelop-:
;' tional Aeronautics and Space Adminsame boo.ster, will, utilize new seeing' 188I OOO'pbuncls;ofthnist,or,an '
ohd, stage of ,four. engines of 200,000
!:i~ti:<~tioll" has the objective of deyelop:.J11g::.by .the; 1963-64, time pel:iod an
pounds thrust each, 'this cluster also
'over-all thrust· of~bout '1,500,000
pOlmds:, Thjs, was. ~he ·lmit. te~ted on
being powered by 'liquid ,hydrogen~
i,effi(;ient~l:nd reliable sys'temforJifting
,June15~,'Se(),:cover:)'
",' ,
;T\vQ,addit~onal stages; the ,same as
;, muJti;,toillO<ldsinto~Mbit arOl1I)d, the
in" t!Ie first configuration; would be
. . 2. The;second, stage wiU9~ pow- '
\ Earth an (1 ,irito deepspa~e. '," '
, The Satll1:n, vehicle will have a
:n~d~yf?ur }iquidh!drogen ,fueled
'used. 'This' would make possible, orbit~ i
;' stiper-boostel~ :first stage}vithJ J500,engines of 20,OPO 'pounds thrust each.
ing, payloads of 45,000 pounds. It;
lOOO~poundsorthrusL:Thehoosteris ' ])ou~las'Aircraft will develop the
wOl~Id'also be possible to transport 1
secOl}d 's~!lge., "I
two men around the Moon and back
ui1der,developnlent. at Hlmtsville;'A,ia.
a .. The third stage willbe powered to Earth, or to place instruments on
: Upper stages desig11edtomeetNASA
by t\~O liql1id;hydrogen fueled enMars and Venus.
;requii-em~nts, ,will be Pl'ocllred from
ri~ldu~6~ial"confr~ctors.
'
ginesidenHcal with those of the secThe Saturn project, thus far costond stage.
ing about 100-million dollars, was b~~ ;
r' :rhe long':range, 'Saturn program
For satellite missions, this configugun in August, 19.58. There have been
realise for several configurations, each
ration, standing about 180 feet tall,
a number of static test firings to date,
'one a logical follow-on to the previ~
,will orbit payloads of from 23,000 to
including several of all eight engines.
!ousversion. The first Saturn configu'
ration will consist of:
25,000 pounds, depending upon the
All firings have been completely suc~
altitude desired.
cessful.
The booster unit made l~I2, of a

a
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LUPTON develops a
distinctly improved aluminum .
.

RAISED FLOORING SYSTEM .
\

Exclusive cavity design gives highest strength·
weight ratio available. Meets maximum load
requirements of all computer manufactu rers.
Permits use of sound·deadening and insu·
lating materials inside.
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FOR COMPUTER ROOMS
• Component parts standardized for economy
• No expensive preparation or grid needed
• Lightweight and easy to install
• Uniform panels completely interchangeable
• Every inch of metal covered to assure safety
LUPTON's new raised flooring system features simplicity, adaptability, and strength. Cable or duct
entry panels can be placed at any location in the
floor area. Cutouts can be made at the site. The
free space under the 2' x 2' aluminum panels offers
total access to any point for laying cable or installing
ducts. Because of 'their limited depth, these panels
reduce the height of the raised floor. Their smooth
undersurface assures top efficiency for plenum use,.
To eliminate physical and electrical hazards, ali
metal is completely covered by flush-fitting tile or
carpet, installed as an integral part of the area.
You have a choice of attractive tile colors.
Perfectly level base at any height
The adjustable supporting pedestals compensate
for unevenness in original flooring. A perfectly level
base for computer' equipment is assured at any
height. Connection with adjoining construction is
neat and exact. You can order the Lupton Raised
Floor System on a material delivered basis or as a
complete installation. In either case LUPTON will
supply an experienced field supervisor for the
installation.

Write today for a comprehensive illustrated brochure on LUPTON's' distinctly improved raised
flooring system.
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LUPTON®
ARCHITECTURAL ALUMINUM
MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Main Office and Plant: 700 E. Godfrey Ave., Philadelphia 24, Pennsylvania
West Coast Office and Plant: 18111 E. Railroad St., City of Industry, Calif.
SALES OFFICES

New York 17, N.Y., 51 E. 42nd St. • Stockton, Calif., 1441 W. Fremont St.
laGrange, III., 633 S. laGrange Road. Dallas 19, Texas, 4232 Herschel St.
Cincinnati 8, Ohio, 2323 Michigan Ave.• Cleveland 15, Ohio, Hanna Bldg.

Circle lIon Reader Service Card.
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The new LFE SM-2 converts digital computer language into a visual message . . . displays alpha-numeric characters, arbitrary or
abstract symbols, schematic or logical drawings, graphs, charts and maps.
Twenty-one inch, flicker-free, display tube
clearly displays up to 13,000 character messages, or 90 characters per square inch . . . is
easily readable with ordinary office lighting ...
features self-contained storage. Brightness and
storage are completely independent of the

number of characters on any given page.
SM-2 is readily adaptable to data storage and
retrieval systems as the on line output device.
Typical of this application is LFE's commercially available RASTAD system.
Other applications include air traffic control,
intelligence systems, inventory control, production control, process control monitoring, and
other applications where information retrieval
and display must be simultaneous. Additional
specifications available by writing to Dept. D 8.

LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS, INC.
1079 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

•

BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
DIVISION
Circle 12 on Reader Service Card.
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A RE-EVALUATION OF GENERALIZATION
by R. C. McGEE and H. TELLIER
Hanford Atomic Products Operation
Richland, Washington

In August of 1957, the General Electric operation at the
Atomic Energy Commission plant in the State of Washington published a report entitled, "Generalization: Key
to Successful Electronic' Data Processing."l As will be
pointed. out, these concepts of generalized routines have
been accepted by certain EDP installations. However, to
many persons who have a limited knowledge of this approach to data processing, there seems to be confusion as
to the intent of the generators. In this article we hope to
clarify some of this confusion.
history
The first generalized report generator and file maintenance routines were in operation at the General Electric,
Hanford Atomic Products Operation in May, 1957. These
generators .were written for" the IBM 702 Electronic Data
Processor. A second, more powerful report generator was
written and placed in operation in September of 1957.
By November of 1957, an interest in this approach to
data processing had been expressed by certain members
of the SHARE organization. This interest led to the development of the 9PAC programming system based upon
the concepts embodied in the earlier generalized routines
developed at the General Electric Hanford Plant. By the
time the 9PAC system was completed for the 709, the
following companies had made significant contributions to
its development:
Chrysler Corporation
Dow Chemical
General Electric
International Business Machines
Lockheed ,Missiles and Space Division
North American Aviation
Northern States Power
Phillips Petroleum
Space Technology Laboratories
Thompson Ramo-Wooldridge
Union Carbide
University of Oalifornia at Los Angeles
The 9PAC system is now in productive use in many 709
installations throughout the country. The maintenance of
the system is being performed by IBM Applied Programming.
In the 9PAC system the standard nomenclatm:e for the
report preparation program is Reports Generator, whereas the term, "Report Generator" had been used in earlier
literature. Similarly, in keeping with its expanded capabilities, the term, "File Processor" is used in the 9PAC
literature for the counterpart of generalized file maintenance in the earlier system. The over-all 9PAC system
corresponds to the system referred to simply as "Generalized Routines" on the 702. Since this article is conlThis material was reprinted in the January. 1959 issue of the ACM Journal.
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cerned with the concepts embodied in this approach to
programming, the earlier nomenclature of report generator, file .maintenance and generalized routines are used
for generality.
why generalized routines were developed
.
Early in the game of using an electronic data processor,
the following points became evident when conventional
programming techniques were used:
1. The elapsed time ~equired to install an automatic
data processing system and the investment of man-hours
were too great.
2. The time and cost required to maintain data processing systems after installation were too great.
3. 'The systems were not as flexible as they should be.
A study of what kind of effort was· being exp~nded on
an electronic data processor while 'performing data processing showed that less than 20% of running time was
spent in performing the arithmetic operations of add, sub- ,
tract, multiply and divide .. The rest of the time was spent
in the manipulation of data to maintain files, sort records
and prepare reports.
.
A careful, thorough study of the problem lead· to the
conclusion that any· data proc~ssing system could' be organized by. use of the four functions of sorting, file maintenance, report preparation and calculation. A generalized
sort routine had been developed in 1955 'and the conclusion was reached that if similar generators were developed
for file maintenance and report preparation, a high degree
of flexibility would be available at a low cost of manpower.
This building block approach to data processing assumes the existence of subject source files. Each so-called
source file is a collection of dat,a on a broad subject
category such as all the information on persom'lel or the
information on stores inventory items. 1£ the. source files
are correctly defined and the right kinds of information
included ir them, the number of such files f'Or a business
turns out to tbe relatively small.
A very important. factor in the building block approach
is that during installation of the system, the blocks can
be distributed among a number of workers with a minimum of coordination required. After the source file is in
operation, as eX!plained later, a nJlmber of pers'Ons can
request reports from the file with no coordination of effort required. Based upon the collection of independent
report requests, the Report Generator will generate a
machine program . which will prepare at the same time all
the required reports. This is a very important element of,
flexibility.
what are generalized routines?
Before attempting to describe the properties of the
generalized routines, let us define the term and consider
how generalized routines differ from a compiler. A compiler translates instructions written in a pseudo-language
to the language of a particular machine. Generally, the
organization 'of the instructions is entirely under the con-
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Figure 2

Figure 3
trol of the programmer. By contrast, a generalized routine
is a program which is capable of obtaining a solution to
a particular problem or class of 'problems. The over-all
structure of a generalized routine is fixed. Variability is
acquired by varying parameters which are supplied to
the generalized routine.
A representative example is that of a generalized sorting program in which the record length, location and
length of sort keys, and input and output record blocking
are provided as parameters. The structure of the object
program is relatively fixed, but certain portions of the
program will be varied on the basis of parameters. This
variability may be achieved in two ways: (1) by modifying the structure of a basic program, through the use of
some preliminary processing, sometimes referred to as an
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assignment phase, or (2) through the use of a generator
in which the entire program is reconstructed from short
sequences of precoded instructions prior to each processing of the object program. The generalized routines de. veloped at Hanford are of the latter type.
It is clear, then, that the basic properties of a compiler
lead to flexibility of structure, but generalized routines
demand that a fixed· over-all structure be adhered to. At
first glance, this does not appear to be an advantage;
however, the fixed structure of the generalized routines
leads to economy in programming because it is not necessary ,to write instructions or do logical planning to determine what 'the structure of the object program is to be.
This is pre-defined and determined in the generalized
program.
To pursue this matter a little further, it should be
noted that there are variations on both of these approaches. In particular, there are hybrids which exist
such as compilers which contain generators and generators
which contain compilers. For example, the FORTRAN
compiler contains generators which produce object program from parameters specified in the form of equations.
Similarly, the generalized routines contain compilers
which enable one to augment the basic properties of the
generalized routines by writing instructions in a language
very similar to SCAT on the 709 or SCRIPT on the 702.
In addition to augmenting the basic functions which are
pre-defined in the generalized routines, this facility allows certain variations to be realized in the pre-determined structure of the object programs.
the language of the generalized routines
The source language of the generalized routines is
unique. Although it is not highly refined in detail, it is
advanced in concept. Insofar as possible, the source language inputs to the generalized routines consist of descriptions of desired end results. The descriptions are
each recorded on one or more pre-printed forms. They
'are then keypunched, resulting in a set of cards, or a
"packet," corresponding to each description.
In the case of file maintenance, the packet specifies
which source file fields are to be affected by which
change data fields and which fields of the two files are to
be matched against one another to determine the appropriate timing for making changes. In the case of the
report generator, the description consists of a pictorial
representation of the report to be constructed and a set
of correspondences which specify which source file fields
are to become ,particular entries in that report.
This is a rather significant deviation from the classical
approach to programming. In the' classical approach, it is
customary to describe a process which will lead to a certain end result. The approach used in the generalized
routines is to describe only the end result. The process
to be used in achieving the end result is determined by
the generalized routines.
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Figure 4

the standard file
Let us digress for a moment to look at the structure
of the standard source file which the generalized routines
are designed to. handle. Although it is possible for the
generalized routines to process files which do not conform to these standards, they have their greatest power
and flexibility when dealing with Isuch files.
Figure 1 is a diagram of a standard file. The file consists mostly of text, which is the subject matter of the file.
If this is a personnel file, the text will consist of one record for each man; if it is an inventory Rle, the text will
consist of one record for each line item in the inventory.
The records or items are further broken down into fields
- one for each piece of information recorded about each
item. For instance, fields would exist for Stock Number,
Balance on Hand, and Economic Order Quantity in an
Inventory File.
In addition to text, the file will have beginning and
ending labels. These are provided for accuracy control.
During processing, the generated programs will interrogate the labels to make sure that the correct inputs are
being used on every pass.
The file will also contain a dictionary. The dictionary
gives a detailed description of each of the fields in the
records of the standard file. (FIGURE 2) Hence, if the
records which constitute the text contain 30 fields each,
the dictionary will contain 30 records. Corresponding to
each field of the records in the file, there exists a record
in the file dictionary specifying such things as its field
number, its mode (whether it is binary or binary coded
decimal, packed or unpacked, arithmetic or logical), the
field size, the location of the field in the record, the name
of the field and certain other information which is used
for checking the correctness of the field during file maintenance processing.
When reference is made to a field by its field number
in a packet, the generator will search th~ file dictionary
to determine where this field is to be found and what its
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Figure 5
properties are so that appropriate instruction may be
generated. In Figure 3, for instance, it is assumed that
reference is being made to field number 0062. In the dictionary record illustrated at the top, it is seen that the
mode of the field is BCD, 'packed, arithmetic; its length
is 30 bits; and its leftmost bit is in position 0 of word 20
of each record. Consequently, the generator knows that
it must genemte the pattern of four instructions shown
on the figure to get the field into the accumulator in a
. usable form. However, if the mode of the field were
BCD, unpacked, arithmetic as shown in the lower portion of the figure, the generator would know that all it
need provide would be a clear and add instruction.
use of generalized routines
Now, let us see how generalized file maintenance would
be used in a· typical application. (FIGURE 4) An inven-
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Figure 6
tory application has been chosen as an example. Following the concept of integrated record keeping all information concerning the inventory is stored on a, single inventory source' file. The object of the file maintenance processing is to update the inventory file reflecting the latest
activity in the inventory and to extract from the file all
current activity and other information neededfot reports
and to enter subsequent processing. In addition to the inventory file, a file of current transactions which constitutes the change data to be entered into the source file
and a set of file maintenance packets are inputs to the
system. The packets will inform the generator what is to
be done with each type of input data. The outputs from
the, processing will be an updated inventory file and a
change record output. The change record output will con'fain the beginning and ending valne of each record affected by a change, plus any records which the file maintenance packets specify are to be extracted from the file.
Note that in this application the change record output
will become the input to report genemtor for the remainder of the inventory processing. This is not a necessary procedure. In many cases, the source file will be the
input to the next processing pas'S. The choice of outputs
from file maintenance for subsequent processing is arbitrary and at the disposal of the programmer.
The sequence of events in the file maintenance program illustrated in figure 4 is as follows: The file maintenance generator is read into memory from a tape unit
not shown in the diagram. The generator reads file maintenance packets and generates an object program on the
basis of the packets and the file dictionary which is recorded on the front of the inventory file. At the completion of the generating process, all of the file maintenance packets h,ave beeri read 'and processed and the object program is in memory ready for processing. Recent
additions to 9PAC allow for punching of object, programs
if it is felt desirable to bypass generation during subsequent processing. At this point the program will be executed if the start button on the computer is depressed.
Now, let us suppose' that the inventory control system
has been so effective that the balance on hand in all
items has been significantly reduced. As a consequence
of this, the size of the balance-on-hand field is to be reduced from 9 to 8 decimal digits. (FIGURE 15) This
change in the basic format of the file would be accomplished during normal file maintenance processing of the
inventory. The only difference between this and the nor28

mal processing would be that the file maintenance packets
which describe the incorporation into the file of current
transactions would be preceded by a dictionary change
packet which would describe the format change. (FIGURE 6) As a consequence of Ithis processing, the origirial
format of each record in the file will be changed from
the form illustrated at the top of figure 6 to the form illustrated 'at the bottom of the figure. Remembering that
the objeot program is regenerated on every processing
cycle, it is clear that all generalized programs that worked
prior to the change of input format will also work after
the change because all references to source, file fields are
made indirectly via the source file dictionary.
Changing the length of a field has been .chosen as an
illustration of the use of dictionary' changes. Virtually
any other properly ofa field can be modified as well by
performing a dictionary change.
Another S'tep in the inventory application is completed
through the use of repof1t generator. Figure.7 shows the
configuration of the report generator pass which will complete the inventory processing for a single cycle. The in'puts to the machine will be the change records prepared
during file maintenance processing, report generator
packets (one for each outpu't to be prepared), and the report generator system tape which is not shown on the
d~agram. The outputs from this processing will be various
reports, three types of cards which are punched out in
anticipation of future processing and tape records which
will go into a budget and cost system for further processing of distribution of material costs. The sequence of
events during this processing is entirely synonymous with
that used by the file maintenance generator. That is, the
report generator program is read into memeory from the
sy'stem tape which in turn reads report generator packets
into memory .. Based upon the specifications of the reports found in the packets and upon the field definitions
found on the input file dictionary, an objeot program will
be generated in memory. The execution of this object
program will produce the specified reports, cards and tape
records on the output units.
One should take particular note of the report definition form labeled, "Special Reports" and the corresponding report on the output side of the di1agram. One of the
greatest powel'S of report generator is the potential it
provides for l'rupidly filling request for special reports. To
satisfy such requests, all one need do is to place the
packet describing the special report into the card reader
with the normally processed packets and the special report will be developed at virtually no cost, 'as a' byproduot of routine processing. Preparation of the packet
for the special report is the only human effort required.
An example of such a Tequest in the inventory application is the preparation of tag cards preliminary to the
taking of a physical inventory. The tag cards (one of
which describes each of the items 'to be inventoried) will
be prepared during some week's processing prior to the
physical inventory. The cards will be punched out a'nd
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delivered to the customer who will in tum place them in
the bins with the various inventory items. When the inventory is taken, the actual balance on hand is written on
the' tag cards. The true balance is punched in the cards
and they are returned !:'o Electronic Data Processing so
that variance reports can be prepared by comparing the
tag cards with the inventory file. Of course, in addition
to the demands brought about by physical inventories,
there are other demands for special reports by the organizations responsible for the inventory. These requests can
be RIled quickly and economically providing accurate,
timely information to the responsible management.
other uses of generalized routines
,
An inventory application has been used, as an example
in describing the generaliz:ed routines; however, the same
basic approach applies to many other data processing applications. The flexibility which can be achieved through
the use of a standard file and its dictionary in conjunction
with the generators has been demonstrated. Through this
facility, rather drastic changes in the detail structure of
the file can be performed without re-writing a single instruction. We have also seen the flexibility which is
gained in' applications through the ability to extract special reports with report generator. There is one additional
form of flexibility which has nat been mentioned and
which is extremely important from a standpoint of
~chieving our goal of integrated record-keeping. As it is
possible to change the properties of Relds during file
maintenance, it is also possible to add or delete Relds and
to add entire new record types, with associated dictionaries to the file. By this process, broad areas of data c~m
be integrated into single files, so that many applications
can be processed from a common source of records.
advantages of the generalized approach
Employment of this approach leads to the construction of !a few very large files. The following are some of
the advantages which this 'approach has to offer:
1. The ability to extract or cross-correlate any facts
from the broad class of information in the file.
2. The ability to perform, all processing on a given
subjeot category in a few machine passes.
3. The abiHty to accurately control the data on a
broad subject class in a single file thereby avoiding
the difficulty of making several small files agree
with one .another.
4. The ability to provide accurate ·and up-to-date informaltion as inputs to scientiRc investigations, evalulations and forecasts ·ofa business.
In general, these advantages far outweigh the disadvantage of having to process a large file of information;
however, there is nothing implicit in the generalized
routines which requires the use and construction of large
Rles. Only eX'perience will indicate the ertent to which it
is desirable to integmte information into single files.
Experience with the generalized routines at the General Electric Hanford Atomic Products Op.eration indicates that the basic philosophies are correct. The programming advantage is illustrated in several ways. Per-
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ha ps most drastic is the fact that in 1957, the General
Electric Hanford programming staff was able to accomplish as much' work, in terms of the number of applications put on machines, as was .accomplished in the previous four years. Whereas the original Hanford payroll
for the 702 took approximately 6 man-years to write; the
new payroll using generali~ed routines took approximately 6 man-months to write. The original payroll contained about 50,000 handwritten symbolic instructions;
the generalized payroll contained about 5,000. As of th,e
beginning of 1959, 75% of General Electric Hanford s
business data processing on the 702 was e~pressed in the
language of the generalized routines; 100% of the work
in this area is eX'pressed in the language of the generalized
routines on the 709; the remaining work on the machine,
with one exception, is writteriirithe FORTRAN language.
machine efficiency
.
.
The question of machine efficiency is always raIsed III
discussing the genemlized routines. Our experie,nces on
the 702 indicated that in all cases the generalized programs are more efficient than the correS'ponding handwritten programs. This is true for two reasons: First, the
generalized programs .are clean, by deRnition. They do
not contain any corrections or "redundant pl'Ogmmming
included to make the program work when errors arose in
the original writing. Second, each generalized program
performs more work than a corresponding handwritten
program. This is not to imply that generalized programs
are more efficient than handwritten programs might be
if they were continuously recompiled to incorporate corrections and redesigned to include new demands within
the framework of existing programs. This statement of
efficiency relates generalized programs to be the patcpwork programs which are resorted to in most installations
to meet the time pressure and variability of a dynamic
organization. It should be emphasized, however, that even
if the generalized programs did not lead to highly efficient
programs, they would still be very valuable tools because
of the flexibility which they 'provide and because they
, lead to important savings inherent in integrated recordkeeping.
,
The creation of the generalized routines has. been an
evolutionary proce~s. the progress they have made possible in the past has been gmtifying. Additional reRnements of the 'Source language should. enable the generalized, approach to become one of the important contributions to the future of electronic data processing. •

" Figure 7
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Stresses of high-speed transport ...
quick starts and stops can cause tape
. breakage or stretching that results in
loss of data or chance for error. Mag. netic tapes of "Mylar" *polyester film
minimize these hazards because of
their greater strength and durability.
. Their additional cost is more th,an
offset by savings on tape replacement and reconstruction of broken
or damaged tapes. Here's why'

"Mylar" you'll have less tape breakage from high-shock loading sometimes created by operating conditions. And, "Mylar" do~s not lOSE
its strength with age, repeated playbacks or storage, because it has no
plasticizer to dry out.
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"Mylar" resists edge nicking and retards growth of tears if nicking occurs. Since most tape breaks start
as edge nicks, you'll have less tape
breakage and loss of valuable information with "Mylar".

Less breakage from shock.
Chart 1 compares shock tensile
strength of "Mylar" with that of
cellulose acetate. The strength of
"MylarH actually exceeds the range
of the measuring device, while acetate failed at 0.39 foot-pounds. With
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sional change in "Mylar" with temperature or humidity change is negligible compared with that of cellulose acetate. This exceptional stability prevents tape shrinking, swelling
or cupping that could result in shifting of tracks or loss of contact with
the recording or playback head. Possibility of signal dropout or garbled
or weak signals is minimized, and reliability of recorded data is improved.
Tapes of "Mylar" can make an
important contribution to the reli-ability and economy of your data
processing. Ask your magnetic-tape
supplier to recommend the specific
tape of "Mylar" for your need.&.
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GLOBE-GIRDLING GRO'SCH REPORTS
STATE-OF~ART

IN AUSTRALIA,. JAPAN

Last January I was warking part time with Dr. Rabinsan af C-E-I-R. We went aver to' Landan far a week
ar So', and I helped him set up a British subsidiary. The
praject went So' smaathly that I began to' think abaut future passibilities af the same sart. And just abaut that
time, the new. Austra'lian Cammittee on Camputatian and
Autamatian Cantral began talking abaut its first JCCtype meeting, to' be held in Sydney in late May. There is
a lat af excitement in, financial circles here, and much
mare in Landon, abaut the baam Dawn Under, So' I decided to' gO' have a laak, partly to' get acquainted with
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the camputer peaple, partly to' see if the time was ripe
far a C-E-I-R aperatian. there in the near future.
, I sent an initial feeler to' Clem Harper, the chairman
af the Sydney meeting, and gat an immediate reply from
Jahn Bennett, wham I hald met several times here, and
whO' is naw head af ANCCAC. Sa I ended up chairing a
cauple af sessians an technical applicatians - but mare
an that later.
OK, that left a cauple' af weeks between the end af the
WJCC in San FranciscO' and the Sydney dO'. My first idea
was to' dauble back to' Washingtan and New Yark.
Then anather little bat began to' Hap in the belfry.
Everya~e talks abaut the fantastic progress Japan is making in electronics - haw abaut camputers? I'd met· Gata
in Paris, and seen twa ar three intriguing Japanese exhibits at the Grand Palais shaw, including same parametron equipment, but I knew almast nathing abaut applicatians, ar the depth af R&D suppart behind hardware and nan-hardware develapment. Far a few hundred
bucks af my own maney I cauld gO' to' Takya between
the twa big meetings and take a laak.
Naw that maney (ar to' be exact, my maney) had entered the discussian, I started to' explare tariffs and routings. Once I ,canverted an essentially simple New YarkSydney fare intO' a round-the-Pacific circus, what fun and
games cauld I add an? Yau knaw the taurist bait, "Fly to'
Reykjavik with Qantas and visit eighteen ather cities, including Tananarive and Ulan Batar, free." Well I faund
ane almost that gaad! There are transpalar Hights from
Takya to' Europe naw, and I cauld 'canvert my Pacific
swing intO' an exaggerated RTW (agent's lingO' far roundthe-warld) with return to' New Yark across the Atlantic,
far anly an additianal twenty ar thirty dallars. I'd wanted
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to' call an Olivetti and Ferranti saan anyhaw, sa that
laaked like gaad business as well as a fantastic travel
bargain.
.
But there was, as always, a slight catch. I had to' gO' to'
Sydney first, then Takya, then Eurape. Time was nat taO'
seriaus a problem" since anly the WJCC and the ANCCAC
dates were fixed, but haw to' fill the time between?
And the salutian was, to' repeat last month's jake, a
P~P! Twa weeks is plenty to' start a camp uteI' saciety, as
Ed Berkeley and Ike Auerbach can attest, and what better 'place to' start ane than Tahiti? That's haw the Palynesian Infarmatian Processing Saciety was barn, and
that's haw an inquiry a!baut service bureau wark in Austr,alia grew intO' a 45,000 mile swing from Bankak to'
MilanO', and fram Milfard Saund to' the Narth Pale.
Let me skip blithely aver the WJCC. I wrate from
Tahiti abaut PIPS. When I review this trip I'll tell mare
abaut that; it went smaathly, the initial meeting did, except far a questian abaut the proper definitian af "Palynesia" (meetings, say the Constitutian, must be held in
Palynesia)., The final decisian was "Pacific islands between
the parallels af 400N and 40 0S with aut IBM affices."
I managed to' squeeze an to' the inaugural Hight af T AI
(Transparts Aeriens Intercantinentaux) from Las Angeles
to' Tahiti, in place af Ava Gardner. Really! And I was a
guest af TAl until the VIP's - I almast. 'said "the rest af
the VIP's" - Hew back to' Las Angeles. Twa days later, in
despair at paying my awn bar bill again, I adjaurned the
first PIP meeting in camputing histary and left for Figi
~nd paints sauth.
herb in australia

The Sydney sessians were a huge (I chaase the ward
carefully) success. Originally, Bennett, Harper, and the
ather arganizers eX'pected ane ar twa hundred peaple, and
perhaps thirty ar farty papers; they ended up with six
hundred registratians, 140 papers in quadruplex (usually
one business applicatians, twa technical applicatians and
ane design sessian in parallel), and a majar program af
visits to' sample installatians. The meeting' was apened
at the University af Sydney and sessians were alsO' held
at the University af New Sauth Wales across the city.
It gave me an eerie feeling to' hear J. P. Baxter, chairman
af the Australian Atamic Energy Cammissian, bewail the
law autput af "mathematicians and af engineers with
adequate mathematical training" and predict that the
spread af camputers in Australian industry wauld cause
a shartage of mathematics teachers in schaals a~d universities. Anather hemisphere, same problems! That was the
affidal apening speech, taO'; Baxter is alsO' vice chancellar
af the University af New Sauth Wales.
Preprinted summaries af all talks were distributed at
registratian; these were baund in faur units, ane far each
parallel sessian - a nice tauch. There was a well-attended
cacktail party instead af a banquet; the ;idea may well
31
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have been brought back ~y the many visitors to our JCC's
from those climes, but the well-oiled recruiting pitch was
conspicuous by its. absence. The familiar rivalries of Los
Angeles -and San Francisco, still lingering like grit between the molars from two weeks before, transformed '
smoothly into Sydney and Melbourne after only a few
sherries, especially as Gordon Pearson arid some other
bank types from the Melbourne cabal seemed to know
Al and ERMA Zipf better than I did!
I heard, perforce, less than a quarter of the papers.
Those reciting actual accomplishments were in tune with
current installations: quite a few 650's, RAMAC's and
7070's later this year, a 7090 for the Weapons Research
Establishment just ordered (that's IBM; about the same
level of sophistication in English equipment, of course).
The projections, though, were oloser to our own current
excitements: an Army'DP 'concept like Fieldata, overly
fancy, automatic coding system plans, remote data input/
output and transmission channels. Even the extreme upper end of the size spectrum is being considered, rather
to ,my surprise - mostly ATLAS, but LARC and
STRETCH are under surveillance.
And the universities, with apologies to my good friends
there, are falling behind just like ours.
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The largest newspaper put out a special section on the
meeting, with five pages of ads from the major English
manufacturers. I made the front page, via a photograph
cribbed from an old DATAMATION masthead and so
did Thompson of LEO Computers, Ltd. Swan; of Ferranti's also came down. Burroughs, Remingto'n Rand, and
Bendix (there's a G-15 in Sydney) were represented by
their local affiliates, and there were substantial pushes
frory English Electric and ElM!. There is no purely Australian effort - nothing, at any rate, corresponding to the
Holden automobile, which while a GM product, is designed for and manufactured in Australia. My educated
guess, based on only a week in the country, would be
that IBM and Ferranti are tussling for the lead. Moyes
of IBM Australia took me out to lunch,and was so pleased
over his 7090 order from WRE he almost didn't order a
lemon squash!
The number of major applications will probably be out
of proportion to the Australian population (say ten million
people). But the tasks are smaller; thus, the largest stock
broker in Sydney or Melbourne needs a 7070, not a 7080.
Balanced ,againslt this is the tremendous optimism and excitement of the Australian boom and the scarcity of clerical workers.

service bureaus down under?
Oh yes, I wanted to look at service bureau possibilities
- well, they're outstanding. The Australians and New
Zealanders 'are more used to cooperating with their "competitors" than we, and shared installations are already
envisaged. The many industrial Boards, trade associations
with government backing and assistance, are a .possihle
medium to explore. And the Australians want the best
available machines, even if they can't keep 'em busy. So
it's fertile ground for service agencies.
And it's 'a tremendous continent - five hours by Comet,
four just from Sydney to Darwin. I shared a seat to Singapore with Vic Severine of Smith-Corona Marchant who
had been in Sydney on other business, and he ga~e me
some valuable tips on Tokyo. Family friends in Singapore, several rolls of Kodachrome in Thailand, and several
rolls of travelers' checks in Hong Kong, and up loomed
T'Okyo.
herb in iapan
You know, it really is different. Especially finding your
way around on business calls. There are no street names
no house numbers; the phone books are - you guessed i~
- in Japanese; taxi drivers and subway changemakers don't
understand your pronunoiation of place names, and they
don't know the Roman alphabet. So the procedure is as
follows: your hotel clerk, who speaks pretty good English,
produces a tattered copy of a Tokyo directory printed in
English; you find the company or individuai you want and
show it to him (if too new, or too Japanese, to be in the
directory, the outfit is reduced to a hypothesis, try the
hypothesis on all your English-speaking friends); he reads
the "address," something like "a very small alley, Williamsburg area, Brooklyn" and shakes his head; he calls
the listed number (often 'Obsolete) and asks the executive
you want where his office is; he writes down the directions
given in Japanese, useless to you, on a card which carries

Circle 14 on Reader Service Card.
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an the front the plaintive message, printed in Japanese
alsO', "Taxidriver, take me back to' the Nikkatsu Hotel,
twa blacks up fram the Nichegeki Music Hall" ar same
such; the taxidriver, if he can read the- clerk's symbals,
takes yau to' the approximate neighbarhaod and makes a
local inquiry, at length, in a bar. With luck, yau arrive.
The first thing M.acArthur did when he accupied Takya
was to' put up street signs, otherwise he never wauld have
gatten to' Sperry Rand!
Far a general view of electronics in Japan, with a
great deal af factual and backgraund dape an camputers,
yau shauld read a special survey in the May 27, 1960
issue af "Electronics." I saw reprints at the McGraw-Hill
affices in Takyo and it's an admirable jaib. I want to' supplement the hardware dape with news abaut peripheral
equipment, applicatians, installatbians, and sa an.
I called the new science attache' at the American Embassy, I visited Gata at Takya University, I met the head
af Kurosawa (a line afs'ix-hale teletype equipment, with
interests in input/autput camputer attachment) and
taured the Fuji camputer center with him, I called an the
Internatianal Divisian of Tashiba, the G-E af Japan, and
was infarmed and entertained, and especially I visited the
Camputer Center af the Japan Electronic Industry Develapment Assaciatian. I also. had a mast pleasant visit at
IBM Japan, starting with Kaaru Anda, whO' was just abaut
to' leave far the Pan Pacific NMAA Seminar in Hanalulu,
where he spake June 28; then a leisurely lunchean with
the rest af the tap brass; finally, a pep talk next ,day to
the yaung Applied Science men who were getting excited
. abaut the first 7090 gaing to'. Mitsubishi late this autumn.
iapanese computer marketing

i,o"

The marketing picture is very different indeed from
Australia. The natianal systems are struggling very successfully to' catch up with IBM and Remingtan Rand,
bath af which have made heavy inroads. There appears
to' be little English ar Cantinental equipment by camparisan. Tpe Japanese machines are gaing directly from firstgeneratian relays to' trans is tars and parametrans, printed
circuits, and fairly sophisticated systems thinking. NO'
tubes! But the size is bounded by, say, the 1401 and the
7070. I faund no trace af a Japanese STRETCH or
TRANSAC. And, perhaps surprisingly in view af their tape
recarders, they 'are behind Europe (and far behind us) in
magnetic tape and tape drives. Very nice paper tape and
perfarated film equipment, though, and same curiaus
static card readers to' take Ithe place af, say, a Burraughs
E101 pinbaard.
There did nat seem to' be anything like the industrial
ar government suppart af university wark, hardware or
applicatians that we have in America ar that I have seen
in England, the Cantinent, ar even beginning in Australia.
I cauld be sarcastic i3.nd say that, like tubes, they're skipping an 'Obsalete technique. I wan't; indeed, I hape sincerely 'that I'm mistaken, ar that the situatian will improve. There are no formal 'caurses in pragramming at
Tokyo University, incidentally, but that daesn't bother
me taO' much; the aId parametron machine is loaded with
wark pragrammed by students whO' picked it up· an the
firing line.

At the JEIDA, Takasaki, the head af the Camputer
Center, showed me a ser~ice aperatian built around faur
machines, one each from Fuji, Hitachi, Tashiba, and
Nippan Electric. The Center undertakes much demanstratian and instructian wark in additian to' service, and
ather groups at JEIDA are daing develapment wark and
te-sting new products, much af their effarts being related
to' nan-camputer hardware.
My general feeling was that nO' Japanese campany had
even begun to' appreciate the importance af nan-hardware
suppart activities: customer problem analyses, suppart
programming, programming research and cading systems
develapment, and sa an. As usual, IBM sees this pretty
well and is maving to' close the gap. Anda shawed me a
remarkably busy tape 650 installation with auxiliary care
memary, samething nat aften encountered in America,
and his yaung men are teaching as well as selling service.
Perhaps because of this lack, Japan daesn't seem as
enthused abaut using camputers as Australia. Sure, design and manufacturing are gaing ahead at fantastic
speed, but the applicatians are not as varied ar as challenging as I'd like to' see.
Well, I'll have to' leave the Olivetti 9003, MUSE and
ATLAS 'and 0 RfON, and even my to~r af Alaska in a
French airplane from Japan, until the next issue. Be sure
to tune in, kiddies! (Remember what Uncle Dan said after
that???)
•

3 -GREAT PRODUCTS!

ULTRA-SELECTIVE
PHOTO-DIODES
3 GREAT
FEATURES

•

GRAIN BOUNDARY

•

VIBRATION-PROOF

•

MINIATURE TYPES

THERMISTORS. VARISTORS
DIODES •

TRANSISTORS

FREE CATALOGS!
Write or wire
mentionjn.9 the
items you are
interested in.

NUCLEONIC PRODUCTS COMPANY, Inc.
1 601 GRAN DE V1ST A AVE. • lOS A,N GEl ES 23, CALI F.
Phone: ANgelus 2·3503
Manufacturers of Electronic Components
Circle 15 on Reader Service Card.
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,New Tally Tape Console cuts punched tape
preparation time by 600% on Hound Dog missile

..
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Last fall, the first production model of the new
Tally Tape Console was delivered to North
American Aviation's Missile Division to speed the
preparation of punched paper tapes. The tapes in
tum program both production and preflight missile
checkout systems on SAC's Hound Dog missile.
Before the Tally Tape Console was installed North
American Missile Division engineers took 30 hours
to make and absolutely verify a 400-foot program. ming tape. To make and absolutely verify a duplicate copy of the tape required an additional 75
minutes.

The Results

Now, North American Missile Division engineers
using the new Tally Model 150 Tape Preparation
and Editing Console make 400-foot tapes in three
to four hours. Duplicate tapes are made in only 37
minutes. And Tally tapes are guaranteed error free.
Tally/Seattle is pleased to have played a significant
role in North American's pace setting .GAM-77
program which took only thirty months from design
to flight of production models by SAC crews .
Tally's Tape Console simplifies and automates punched paper tape production
It features tape-to-tape duplication and verification

at 60 characters per second. A keyboard visual display and shift register reduces error and operator
fatigue in both punching and verifying modes. Tape
corrections can be made without overpunching or
splicing.
The Tally Tape Console is another new product
from a creative engineering team specializing in
punched paper tape technology. Your nearby Tally
engineering representative can provide you with
complete technical information on the Tally Tape
Console or you may write directly to Dept.-_

REGISTER CORPORATION
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1310 Mercer Street
Seattle, Washington
Phone: MAin 4·0760
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B. BERLANTANSWERS
GLASER LETTER TO EDITOR
Dear Sir:
I have received a copy of a letter
from George Glaser, of Ampex, to
you. (Published in May/June issue.)
His criticism would be valid, if the
article. were a full analys~s of the application of magnetic recorders in
digital data reduction systems.
But my problem was to illustrate
to the maximum degree the capabilities of this type of equipment in a
single illustration in a very short
space. For this reason, the mode of
operation described was selected to
emphasize the scope of operation, not
the most common mode. I hope I did
not cause confusion.
Regards,
Bert Berlant

CONTROL DATA ORGANIZES
PROGRAMMING RESEARCH
A Programming Research Group, under direction of Dr. Robert E. Smith,
has been formed at Control Data
Computer Division. In addition to
other accomplishments, the group has
developed complete libraries of sub-

news briefs

routines for the company's 1604 and
160 computers. Translators are under
development to automatically translate the language of other computers
to the lang\lage of the 1604.
Circle 100 on Reader Service Card.

·IBM'S 1401 FEATURES
ENLARGED CORE STORAGE
Quadrupled magnetic core storage capacity for the 1401 has been introduced by IBM's Data Processing Division: By adding the new 1406 core
storage unit, 16,000 positions are
available for various card and tape
configurations. Previous maximum
core memory. capacity of the 1401
was 4,000 positions. Twenty-eight
hundred orders for the 1401 have
been received since its introduction
last October, IBM states.
Circle 101 on Reader Service Card.

ENGINEERS PURCHASE
TWENTY-FIVE PRINTERS
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
purchased 25 S-C 3000 high speed
communications printers recently. Developed by Stromberg - Carlson - San
Diego engineers last year, the printers

RCA SUPPORTS' COMMON BUSINESS ORIENTED LANGUAGE
(In the Marchi April, 1960, issue of
DAT AMATION, an IBM statement
representing that company's position
with respect to COmmon Business
Oriented Language (COBOL) was
presented. Following is an RCA official statement regarding this important computer programming development.-Ed.)
RCA has been la contributing member of the Conference on Data Sys- '.
terns Language since ,its inception.
Our sustaining belief in COBOL is
not deterred by any speculative stalements either 'Connoting or coveting an
inferior or unworthy system. We are
firmly convinced of the desirability
of the CODASYL effort and benefits
to be gained by the industry. Consequently, RCA will continue to work in
a positive effort to insure the success
of COBOL by implementing the system for its computer product line.
We see two advantages from our
allegiance to COBOL. First, we believe that we will offer our customers
a practical and effective vehicle for
luly I August

1960

the solution of business data processing problems. Second, we will be in
a position to cooperate in any effort
necessary to provide a compatible
product. The growth potential of our
systems is such that the inclusion of
the improvements resul1bing from expected advancements and refinements
may easily be applied. The immediate absence of this latter advantage is
not sufficient cause for us to condemn
the work that has been done thus far.
'In, addition, RONs approach will
further serve the industry in its present COBOL efforts through early im- .
plementation and usage. These early
efforts will reveal those design deficiencies which make themselves
known only through mechanization
and usage. It is only by this means,
in addition to committee participaHon,
that a true measure of the system's
worth can be achieved and the ne«essary steps taken to guarantee the
mutual design and acceptance of a
"Common Business Oriented . Language."
'

are designed to read out data from
computers, telegraph, and radio communication links.
As a computer printer, the 3000
operates either on-line. or off-line in
conjunction with various types of data
processing, systems.
Circle 102 on Reader Service Card.

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES
GETS NASA CONTRACT
A $1,510,000 contract for what is described as the largest and most advanced general purpose analog computer in the world has been awarded
to Electronic Associates, Inc., by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The computer, made up
of five separate systems, will be 132
feet long and will occupy about 1,800
feet of floor space, according to Lloyd
F. Christianson, EAI president.

BECKMAN WILL DEVELOP
COMPUTER FOR LOCKHEED
Beckman Instruments, Inc. has received a $375,000 contract from the
Lockheed Missiles and Space Division for a high-speed analog computer to be used in development and
testing of the Polaris missile and its
components. The computer will l)e
the largest all-electronic computer 'In
existence, according to a recent' news
release.

AUTO-CONTROL SYSTEM
DESIGNED FOR 2000
A new "Auto-Control System" for the
Philco-2000 has been announced by
Philco. An automatic interrupt feature permits the programmer to determine the system conditions that shall
be checked, when to check and the
action to be taken. The system also increases the scope of the entire Philco
2000 system by the '\expansion of realtime capabilities.
Circle 103 on Reader Service Card.

ELECTRONIC EDITOR AIDS
IN CHEMICAL PUBLICATION
An "electronic editor" has been trained
to index thousands of articles appearing in the leading chemical journals
of the world for the American Chemical Society. The end-product is a
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Professional Maintenance
Preventive Maintenance
Pridemanship
Protective Maintenance
Profitable Maintenance
Management
..• take your pick;
they all embody IBM's
traditional service
philosophy ...The
manufacturer is
responsible for
performance of his
product

*
· .. this, too, is
Balanced Data Processing:
Until failure-free equipment is perfected
(and our engip.eers are working toward
this gO,al) management must ask: "How
can I be protected from unscheduled
maintenance 1". ;. "How fast can I put my
system back to work in the event of
down time 1"
.
Keeping operating time up and maintenance time down is a service management job the IBM Customer Engineer
knows best.

£1
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Wh9 is this IBM Customer Engineer?
He is an intensely trained specialist with
the dedication of a professional. His
career. starts with training at an IBM
education center. Regularly he returns to
school and attends periodic seminars to
keep up with the latest advances. As a
fully qualified' Customer Engineer, he is
assigned the responsibility for a customer territory.
He ~is a trouble shooter and businessman combined. He is trained to spot
trouble before it starts ... to understand
the special nature of your business and to
see to' it, through a program of Protective Maintenance, that you get more data
processing per dollar.
Operating from over 300 locations he
and his colleagues have developed an
enviable reputation for promptness and
efficiency. The performance of your
equipment and the extra help they can
give you through maintenance management. are responsibilities they accept
proudly..
When you Think of data processing ...
Think of IBM and dedicated PM as your
guarantee of more data processing per
dollar ... this is a vital part of Balanced
Data Processing.

At a modern IBM education center,
a class of Customer Engineers
watches a technical demonstration
on closed-circuit TV.

These Customer Engineers go back
to school for advanced training
in solid state circuitry used in new
IBM equipment.

Replacement parts are immediately
available to IBM service
locations from this central supply
depot in Mechanicsburg, Pa.

On the job the IBM Customer
Engineer's training and high sense
of responsibility payoff in prompt,
expert service.

Balanced Data· Processing
Circle 17 on Reader Service Card.
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104-page semi-monthly publication
named "Chemical Titles."
The computer program was originally written for a 704 but can be
adapted to any of the f.amily of general purpose machines.

BAIRD PRINT READER
AID TO TRANSLATION
An automatic print reader has been
developed by Baird Atomic to aid
machine translation of foreign languages. The machine was designed
for the electronic translator recently
announced by the U.S. Air ~orce.
The print reader reads alphabet
characters, punctuation marks, and
numbers from a filmed copy of the
original publication. Used with the
tmnslator it will operate at a rate of .
about 60 times faster than a typist
who now copies Russian text on a
typewriter. (The typewriter produces
perforated tape which feeds the translating computer.)
Circle 104 on Reader Service Card •

BRYANT offers ...

Storage at
less than
V2~ per· bit!
- with the Bryant 18.5" diameter
Magnetic Storage Drum
Standard operating parameters include:
• Bit repetition rate over 200 KC (RZ)
• Dynamic runout: less than .0002/1 T.I.R.
• Range: 600 RPM to 1800 RPM • Number
of tracks: 825 • Bits per track: 7500
• Design life: over 3 years at 1800 RPM
Write today for data and specifications on
this and other Bryant Standard Magnetic
Storage Drums. BRYANT COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, 850 Ladd Road, Walled
Lake, Michigan. Division of EX-CELL-O
Corporation.

./ Lockheed Missiles and Space Div.
has ordered two 1604 large scale
solid-state computers from Control
Data CoI1p. These computers are to
be used as part of the ground-based
data receiving stations in the Air
Force's Discoverer, 'Midas and Samos
satellite systems.
./ Ampex Data Products Co. has received an order from Sylvania Electronic Systems Division for a complete tape system to meet Sylvania's
computer requirements.
./General Electric's Atomic Power
Equipment Department plans to lease
a Philco 2000 which will enable engineers to explore many areas of nuclear reactor design in greater detail
than is now possible with its present
computers, according to general manager George White.
./ A large-scale 800 digital computer
will be the heart of a $3.6-million
nuclear ~ubmarine training center being developed by Minneapolis-Honeywell for the Navy to electronically
simulate full-scale naval battles.
./ An RCA 501 is providing daily
control of finished goods inventories
at the General Tire & Rubber Co.'s
three plants and thirty warehouses
throughout the United States. It is
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Engineers I Scientists
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E~GINEERS. ARE· a curiousl~t; •• abreed

apart. Their
for fact$,.tl1~ir. talents for logic
h~,,~I)ee1}~rained. and dissiplipe~L

natllralpr.~{erences

Jl1~f~s111~ri1aIiy times .. ~ art.l.1ncommon, •. refreshing
~.~y()~.~}(pre~si1}gthewell known.~ .. a direct; succinct

metllO<l()(stating. the . complex.
HeI'eIs~lg(tct;l~ll~xa~gl~.Itis.a .c~mposite of
sketchesmadep),()ne qf ·ourEngineering Supervisors

during a.discussion of General
Salary. Administration Program.
Circuitengineerswill havelittle troubleinTe~ding.
iL.Others . maYl1qvemore difficulty .. Al1.may.'Wish
additional detaiL For this,as well as otherinform<l;"
tion .regarding . the·· unusual· ··1?l'ofessional.·and out~
standing. perso al opportunities fl ,vaiti J1 gY?ll ~t
ll
General Electric's HeflvyMilitaryEIectro1}icsDep~rt
ment, write in confidence· to GeorgeB.Calle.nder.

HEAVYMILI'1:~R!ELECTRONICS

DEPARTMENT

(jENE~i~'i~. ELE CrR IC
I>iV.\:. ?~.~:~.~~iSyracuse,

New York

·J·~i!m~f:!~:;:::~~!:!.a~i;!~~:~i~~~;~~~!!;~~in:.f~e;~:~{:i~~~r~~~~~~~n~~i~~~i~:~~1~:~~:i~i.
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A 300-pound Lunar Capsule containing scientific instruments
will soon make a Hrough" landing on the Moon. It will be carried
by a larger spacecraft to a location about 25 miles from the
Moon's surface, then released. A retro-rocket will cushion its impact. The
Lunar Capsule will transmit vital scientific data back to Earth for a
month or more. This unique space vehicle will be the product
of Ford Motor Company's Aeronutronic Division.

NEWS BRIEFS •..

reported to be the first all-transistorized system operating in the rubber industry.
~ Sylvania's Applied Research Laboratory received four study contracts
from Air Force Cambridge Research
Center. All awards call for basic research studies in applied electroII)agnetic analysis or physics leading
toward possible applications in the
information processing field.

THIS LUNAR CAPSULE,

now under development
for NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, is one of
many space-oriented programs
now under way at
Aeronutronic Division
of Ford Motor Company.
These programs - and many others
related to advanced weapon systems and
computer systems-are being carried out at
Aeronutronic's multi-million dollar
Engineering a'nd Research Center,
in Newport B'each, California.
They emphasize Ford's rapidly growing role
in meeting the needs of science and
defense in the Space Age.
A booklet describing Aeronutronic's
accomplishments and capabilities is available
to you on request.

,

~ Six electronic reading machines will
make their debut in the Chicago area .
.Standard Oil Company and Time Inc.
have ordered the installation of three
Farrington Optical Scanners each to
help overcome their vast paperwork
problems.
Circle 105 on Reader Service Card.

~ Stromberg - Carlson has delivered
an S-C 3060 to the U.S. Navy Postgraduate School at Monterey, California. The prin1ter will be used in
conjunction with the development of
new naval meteorological techniques.
The Navy school was the site of the
first CDC 1604 installation earlier
this ,year.
Circle 106 on Reader Service Card.

~The Advanced Systems Development Division of IBM Corp. announced plans to establish an experimental microwave communication'
network in the N.Y.-N.]. area to
study new data transmission techniques.

~ A new firm, Computer Applications, :fnc., will bring computing services to the New York metropolitan
area. Company offices are located in
Elizabeth, N.]. 'and New York City.
A $30,000 contraCt Hmnches the company's operations.
Circle 107 on Reader Service Card.

AERONUTRONIC
AERONUTRONIC DIVISION

!.fm~r?i?~

DEFENSE PRODUCTS GROUP

Ford Road, Newport Beach, California

WEAPON AND SPACE SYSTEMS. COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
MISSILE RANGE SYSTEMS AND INSTRUMENTATION. ADVANCED ELECTRONICS

Career opportunities are open for engineers and scientists

~Computronics, Inc., a new Denver
electronics firm, plans to pursue a
program of development, manufacture, and sales of components and
systems for instrumentation, computers, controls and data handling.
Circle 108 on Reader Service Card.

~The first production model of a
3,000 word-per-minute teleprinter has
been' shipped by Burroughs Corp. to
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Co.,
Chicago, a Div. of I.T.&T. Co. This
machine will be iilcorporated into the
Strategic Air Command 46.5L control system by Kellogg.
Circle 109 on Reader Service Card.

~Telemeter Magnetics Inc. and the
Hughes International Division of
Hughes Aircraft Co. have entered in-

Circle 19 on Reader Service Card.
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BY DEFINITION. ••
A PRECISE-POWER SET is a rotaryelectro-mechanical system, statically regulated, which performs one
or more of the following functions:
Isolates the DC power system from static and/or
transient power line changes.
Raises the power-line frequency, reducing the cost,
size, and complexity of the system power supplies.
Performs the conversfon to (regulated or unregulated) DC directly.
Multiple outputs
are common.

BEST
FOR LARGE
ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS
Don't freeze your designs for large electronic power-supply systems
until you have given mature consideration to the striking advantages
obtained by interposing a PRECISE-POWER SET between the power line
and your electronic-circuit loads.
Designers who worry about reliability, cost, size, and weight- particularly those working in the fields of computing, automation, telemetry,
missile checkout' and guidance, process control-will find our complete
and authoritative 32-page technical bulletin S-59 of great interest.

Why pay for, make room for, suffer for the 25%-55% of excess power
dissipation forced on regulated DC power supplies
by power-line fluctuations, when a compact,
maintenance-free PRECISE-POWER SET will pay
for itself several times over, and virtually eliminate them?

Write today. The bulletin is free ...
and immediately available. ,

NEWS BRIEFS •••
to an agreement for overseas distribution of TMI's core memory products.
Hughes will represent Telemeter Magnetics throughout the world except
for the U.S. Japan and Taiwan.
•

I

tiThe Naval Air Material Center,,'
Philadelphia, has ordered a large
scale 1604 computer system from
Control Data Corp. to be part of a
combined Navy - Air Force - National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
facility for the evaluation' and formulation of structural design criteria for
aircraft.
tiThe Electro Nuclear Systems Corp.,
a new Minneapolis firm, will engage
in R&D and manufacture of advanced systems and equipment for industry and government programsoperating in such areas as automation, data processing, weapons and
missile systems, medical electronics
and nuclear electronics.
Circle 11 0 on Reader Service Card.

dates

MARQUETTE UNIV. SITE
OF 15TH ACM CONFERENCE
The 15th national conference of the
Association for Computing Machinery
will be held at Marquette University
August 23-26. The association, established in 1947, now numbers more
than 6,000 members.
. More than 100 papers will be presented at the conference and abstracts will appear in the, conference
program. Arthur C. Moeller, a Marquette engineering faculty member,
heads the local conference executive
committee.

NORTHWEST GATHERING
PLANNED FOR PORTLAND'
The first Northwest Joint Computer
Conference will be held Sept. 30-Oct.
1 at the Multrromah Hotel in Portland, Oregon. Joint sponsors of the
conference are the Northwest Computing Association, Oregon State College and the General Extension Division of the Oregon State System of
Higher Education. GeneraL Chairman
is Floyd Campbell, 1500 S.W. Taylor, Portland 5.

U. OF A. THEME FEATURES
DP TECHNIQUES, SYSTEMS
The Numerical Analysis Laboratory
at The University of Arizona invites
contributions of papers and equipment displays for their Conference on
when responding, a mention of DATAMATION would be appreciated
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Data Processing Techniques and Systems, March 16 and 17, 1961.
Tentative area divisions of the conference are eX1periment design, system design, equipment, and demonstration. Interested contributms must
mail abstraots by September 1, 1960
to Miss Betty Takvam, Conference
Secretary, Numerical Analysis Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Ariz.

ACM CONFERENCE, '61,

WILL INVITE EXHIBITS
For the first time in their history, the
Association of Computing Machinery
will invite exhibitors at their 16th national conference to be held in Los
Angeles, September, 1961. 'Reservationsand exhibit information may be
obtained at this time from E. F.
Sherman, Electronic Specialty Co.,
5121 San Fernando Road, Los Angeles 39, Calif .

.J The 1960 Western Electronic Show
and Convention will be held in Los
Angeles, August 23-26. Several sessions will relate to computers and
computer systems .
.J The Univac Users Association has
scheduled its fall meeting for Septe~ber 22 and 23 in Washington,
D.C. Inquiries concerning this meeting should be addressed to D. B.
Houghton, Association Secretary,
Franklin Institute, 20th & Parkway,
Philadelphia, Pa .
.JThe next meeting of the Burroughs
220 computer user group - CUE will be held October 4-6 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania .
.JCurrent developments in automatic
data processing systems will be the
theme of the Seventh Institute on
Electronics in Management to be held
at the American University, Washington' D.C. from Oct. 31 through
Nov. 4 .

.J "Computers for Engineering and
Power" is the theme of the second
Power Industry Computer Application Conference to be held on November 9-11, at the Chase Hotel, St.
Louis, Mo. Latest developments in
computers for utility engineering and
plant automation and' control will be
presented.
.JThe 1960 Eastern Joint Computer
Oonference will be held December
13-15 at the Hotel New Yorker and
the Manhattan Center in New York
City. Conference chairman is Nathaniel Rochester, IBM Research
Center.

jo)' further info1'1nation, write

01'

telephone

ANELEX CORPORATION
150 - E C AU SEW A Y ST.

I

B 0 S TON 141 M A-S S .
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GENE.RAL ELECTRIC ANNOUNCES 225
company goes own programming way with general .compiler
by CHARLES KATZ
Manager of Programming Research and De'velopment
G-E Computer Department, Applications Section

The General Electric Company has entered the general
purpose computer field with its new GE-225 computer.
The GE-225 marks Gener.al Electric's first bid for the
general-purpose market. Until the announcement of this
new machine, General Electric concentrated on a number
of specialized fields. This experience and technical knowhow has been used in the design and development of the
GE-225.
With the decision to enter the general computer field,
it became necessary for G-E to determine how to equip
this machine with the most advanced automatic programming systems. Investigations of the various approaches
taken by others showed that many vastly different techniques had been used. Some groups built algebraic compilers and/or busine'ss data processing compilers. Others
devised sophisticated assembly programs with library capabilities. Still other groups centered their efforts around
generators' designed to do specific jobs - report generators, file maintenance generators, sort and merge generators, e'tc. One group designed its source language around
positional or tabular notation, another around algebraic
GE's new 225 is' billed as a medium
iPrice computer capable of performing in both the scientific and business
areas. A company news release speaks
Iof "'a quiet but successful sales campaign" netting "more than two dozen"
~25 orders. Delivery time is 18
months.
DATAMATION notes that the 225
offers nothing revolutionary in its design but when one considers the price
range of $125,000 to $400,000 - it
,becomes obvious that' this is quite a
, computing bargain.
central processor
-magnetic core memory
-2048.4096, 8192 or 16384
binary words
-double-precision word capability
-single- and double-precision
arithmetic
-built-in floating point option
-simultaneous read-write-compute of
all pheripheral units
-parity check of information transfers
-59 commands, not including
input-output
-solid state throughout
-accommodates alphabetic or numeric,
binary or decimal information
-arithmetic and control registers
-3 registers for automatic instruction
modification (direct and indirect
addressing)
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formulae, still another around a restricted form of the
English language. Some, it appears still prefer hieroglyphics.
From our vantage position - that of an observer without
a vested interest in any of the above approaches- we
have detected an unmistakable trend which is quite profound in its implications. Each of tthe different groups is
discovering some of t!he worthwhile techniques that have
long been employed by others and is incorporating these
into its individual systems. This means that a common end
is gradually being approached by perhaps a dozen different paths.
The General Electric Computer Department, by exploiting this trend to the fullest and by anticipating the
common goal toward which all are striving, has developed
a General Compiler System for the GE-225.
With the General Compiler, each job - be it a formula
ev:aluation, a sort, or even a payroll - is approached in
exactly the same way. The language for describing any
run is consistent. The operating procedure and programming conventions are standard, and every run is automatically documented in a readable and easily understandable fashion. This concept gives to the GE-225 installation a standard and efficient method of operation.

execution times
(Fetch and Execute)
Add-40 microseconds
Multiply-250 microsef;onds (average)
Divide-500 microseconds
Logic-40 microseconds

control console
-register display lights
-indicator lights
-power switches
-status lights
-20 program control switches

console typewriter
-types 10 characters per second
maximum under control of Central
Processor
'

Document sorters
(2- and 12-pocket)
-1200 documents per minute
-sorting pockets under control of
Central Processor
-recognizes 14 magnetic characters
-data entered into Central Processor

card punch
-100 cards per minute
-punches binary or Hollerith cards
-double punch and blank column
checking
-accepts numeric or alphabetic
information

card reader
-400 cards per minute
-reads binary or Hollerith cards
-photoelectric
-synchronization check
-accepts numeric or alphabetic
information

high speed printer
-500 lines per minute
-120 printing positions

-prints 10 numerics, 26 alphabetics
and II special characters
-flexible print format
-parity check

magnetic tape system
-15,000 characters per second transfer
rate
-up to 64 tape units
-horizontal and vertical parity
checking
-200 characters per inch at 75 inches
per second
-tape language i~ compatible with
most existing tape installations

paper tape reader
-200 characters per second
-reads 5, 6, 7 or 8 channel tape
-parity check

paper tape punch
-60 characters per second
-punches 5, 6, 7 or 8 channel tape

auxiliary magnetic drum storagE
-8192 or 16384 20-bit binary words
-average access time: 8.3 milliseconds
-3600 rpm
-word time: .128 milliseconds
-~igh. speed blo,C;k tr.ansfer codes
- WTlte control swaches for
information protection

transmission line scannercontroller
-horizontal and vertical parity
checking of messages at both sendin~
and receiving ends
-translates data into machineacceptable form

data transmitter-receiver unit
-sends or receives data at speeds of
up to 60 characters per second

DRTRMRTION

It is quite apparent that not every installation will need
the full power of this generalized system. However, they
pay no penalty for this flexibility, but are free to select
any sub-set of the whole. Just as the use of general purpose computers uncovered and aided in the solution of
many problem areas that were not anticipated, so a general purpose programming system offers convenient tools
for handling many situations that could not be handled
by a more restrictive special purpose approach.
requirements differ

Installations differ greatly in their requirements and in
their selection of the tools to meet these requirements. An
afgebniic language that might be more efficient and useful at one: installation, might be completely meaningless
at another, where perhaps an English language or a tabular approach might better fit their needs. It should be
observed that -there is little or no difference bet'ween the
compiler designed to aid in the solving of scientific problems and one whi'ch is designed for business problems.
However, a vast difference exists between the people
'who will use the compilers 'to solve their individual problems. Most of these people are not concerned with the
inner -workings or the techniques of the compiler in
solving their problems. They are concerned only with the
convenience and comprehensiveness of the language that
they use. Therefore, it is not necessary to have different
automatic programming systems to handle different types
of problems. It is only necessary to have appropriate
means of communications between user and machine.
The source language of the General Compiler is general and comprehensive. It contains English language

statements, algebraic formulae, and tabular structure.
Each, or all portions, of the language will be taught and
used as applicable .. If a given installation has rio need
for algebraic expressions, or does not care to use Boolean
expressions, then they need not even be aware that these
abilities are available in the system. In fact, they may
select for their use only that portion of the syste~ which
is applicable to their needs, and still have available the
ability to expa~d and employ new techniques as their
needs change. Each installation, at its option, can tailor
the system even more closely to fit its needs, by completely revising the vocabulary. In fact, they may alter the
language each time a program is compiled.
ALGOL, COBOL stand

The computer field today is very active in the standardization of source languages. -ALGOL and COBOL have
been proposed as common languages for scientific and
business applications respectively. Three or four other
common languages are being considered by various groups.
ALGOL (and to a much greater extent COBOL) are not
firmly and finally defined at this stage. They have been interpreted in at least as many different ways as there have
been interpreters. They are subject to continued and considerable alteration. Those who implement a fixed version
of COBOL today may find that their language is obsolete
by the time the implementation is completed. The Gen'eral Compiler, with its wide scope, comprehensiveness,
and flexibility, is designed so that it can accept ALGOL,
COBOL, a combination of these, 'or any other common
language that may evolve, and be easily altered to keep
pace with the changing demands.
•
Circle IlIon Reader Service Card.

NEW

x- Y digital recorder

Completely digital operation
of the 560R provides easy tiein to all digital computers to
achieve reproducible, high accuracy, low-cost plots. Provides 12 inch by 100, foot
paper rolls, 200 increments
per second. Solenoid pen.

• Transistorized-high reliability
• Will supply for computer manufacturer's label
• Detailed, literature available

California Computer Products, Inc.

•

8714 Cleta Street, Downey, California

Circle 21 on Reader Service Card.
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HERBERT HALBRECHT ASSOCIATES,
Management Oounsel

~

INC.

Emecutive Recruitment
332 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO 4. ILLINOIS.
HARRISON 7-2876

Gentlemen:'
Halbrecht Associates offers the following .services:
Executive and technical management recruitment with specialized and principal activities in the fields of:
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
Other services available to clients include:
Psychological Testing and Assessment
Management Analysis
Organiz~tion Planning
Management Development
We invite your inquiry concerning how we may assist you.
Very sincerely yours,
HH:je

l~l~
Herbert Halbrecht

P.S. As the country's leading recruitment firm specializing in the fields of Electronic Data Processing, Operations
Research and the Mathematical Sciences, we have contact with
men at all levels, including the outstanding professionals in
these fields.
\
Circle 72 on Reader Service Card.
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DP STANDARDS PROJECT, PROGRESSING
x-3 program attracts wide industry representation

/

Alang with consideroble progress taward theorganizatian af the United States praject to' develap logical systems standards far data pracessing machines (including
electronic camputers), it can alsO' be reported that this
cauntry has been granted the secretaf'iat far the internatianal program undertaken by the 'Internatianal Organizatian far Standards (ISO). The American standardizatian project is based upan propasals submitted befare
a recent American Standards Assaciatian canference by
the Office Equipment Manufacturers Institute (OE~lI).
At that time, OEMI was designated as spansars af twa
American standards prajects - X-3 far data processing
machines and X-4 far affice machines - to' be organized
under the procedures af the ASA. The American Standards Assaciatian, which is campased af aver 110 natianal
technical societies and trade assaciatians, serves as ,the
United States member to' the ISO.
The first step in this program was the appaintment in
April af Dr. J. W. Barker, farmer Dean af the Calumbia
University Schaal af Engineef'ing, farmer President af the
American Saciety af Mechanical Engineers, and; ~ntil his
recent retirement, Chairman af the Baard af the Research
Caf'paratian, as cansultant and 'acting direotar af the data
pracessing standards praject.
Dr. Barker's immediate task was the preparatian af
definitians af the manufacturing activities af. campanies
having similar interests in the .field af data processing.
The twenty-twa OEMI member campanies invalved in
the manufacture af digital camputing and data processing ~quipment fell intO' twa lagical divisians: a) Data
Processing Systems; and b) Data Processing Devices.
The next step was to' determine the campasitian af the
warkingcammit!tee, designated by ASA as X-3, which
wauld operate under the secrianal cammittee procedures
af the Amerioan Standards Assaciatian. It was ,decided
that a representative and functianal graup cauld be
created by selecting eighteen cammittee members to' be
a substantially equal divisian between manufacturers,
'users, and general interest graups.
At a meeting June 6 af the Engineering Cammittee far
OEMI's Standards Progmm, the fallawing members were
selected to' represent the entire industry an the standardizatian cammittee: Mr. B. W. 'Pallard; Mr. 1. C. Liggett;
Mr. R. G. Challar; Dr. J. C. Chu; Mr. J. T. Davidsan;
Mr. A. C. Reynalds, Jr. These gentlemen represent bath
systems manufacturers and device manufacturers.
The fallawing user groups have each been invited to'
designate an X-3 cammittee member:
Banking:
American Bankers Assaciatian
Insurance:
Insurance Accaunting and Statistical Assaciatian
Natianal Retail Merchants Assaciatian
Retailing:
American Gas AssaCiatian & Edisan ElecUtilities:
tric Institute (to' be represented by ane
man jaintly)
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Gavernment: General Services Administratian
Petroleum:
American Petraleum Institute
The general interest graups inv-ited to' participate ill
the standards project are:
Engineers J aint Cauncil - representing all prafessianal engineering sacieties
Department af Defense
Assaciatian far Camputing Machinery
N atianal Machine Accauntants Assaciatian
American Management Assaciatian
Assaciatian af Cansulting Management Engineers
Each af the abave groups will name ane representative.
It is hoped that by the time this rep art is published, all
designatians far membership an the X-3 cammittee will
have been made.
Anather area in which cansiderable progress can be reparted is delineatian af the faur principal abjectives originally defined far the data processing standards project.
Study af the ariginal scope accepted by ASA has led to'
the fallawing recammendatians far' functianal respansibilities to' be delegated to' sub-cammittees:
1) Input and autput media to' data pracessing systems
far interchange af infarmatian between data processing systems and assaciated equipment.
(a) Humanly legible printed character sets,e.g. character recagnitian.
(b) Machine sensible caded character sets, including
bit representatian, e.g.' magnetic tape, punched
card, punched tape.
(c) Standard farmat far defining data fields, data recards, program instructians and the like.
2) Dara transmissian - including caardinatian with the
cammunicatians industry and an analysis af significant related standards between data processing and
data transmissian.
3) Camman prablem-oriented pragramming language
gaverning the aperatian af data processing equipment
with rthe abjective af establishing a camman language
far, data processing in which to' describe processes to'
be carried aut. This will invalve clase caardinatian
with user graups and ather agencies in this field.
4) Definitian af data pracessing aperatians at, the machine level to' insure identical results fram different
equipment when executing a given pragram.
5) Terminalagy and glassary including infarmatian gathering and screening af existing material and the editing
af subcammittee reparts priar to' submissian to' ASA.
6) Pracedures far defining data processing applicatian
studies including preparatian af standardized survey
techniques and standardized Haw charting symbals
and procedures.
Through' the arganizaf1ian af subcammittees to' research
standardization' requirements, many additianal experts in
agencies ar groups which dO' nat have direct representatian an the X-3 cO'mmittee will be able to' cantribute to'
the project. Each subcammittee will be chaired by a
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member of the X-3 committee through which it will report. Organizations doing work in related areas will be
represented through an established liaison procedure.
The drafts of proposed American s~andards prepared
by each subcommittee· and approved bya substantial
majority of its members will be presented to the X-3 sectional committee. The sectional committee will review
each subcommittee's proposals and recommend any revisions needed in order to achieve uniform' terminology.
The sectional' committee will eventually vote on these
edite.d drafts. In the discussions before the sectional committee, the chairman of each subcommittee will be responsible for presenting the essence of the arguments
within the subc6mmittee which led to the adoption of
the drafts. The sectional committee may accept the drafts
or may return them to the subcommittee for possible reconsideration and amendment. In such voting on the sec"
tional committee the six manufacturers on the committee
represent the entire industry and not their companies.
Before the draft proposals can be recommended by the
sectional committee, there must be substantial agreement
by all members of that committee. By subst'antial agreement, the ASA in general considers that an 83% per
cent majority meets this requirement. The. final draft will
be circulated to, the committee for a letter ballot and the
results attached to the proposed standard sent to the
ASA. In all stages of the preparation of a draft standard,
either a negative vote or an abstention by any member
of the sectional committee or subcommittee must be accompanied by a written statement specifying the reasons
for' negation.
When substant'ial agreement has been achieved, the

sectional committee will present its final draft of the proposed American standard to the Board of Office Equipment Manufacturers Institute who, 'as sponsors of the
projeot, must approve its submission. At this point, the
Board will attach any proposals of its own relating to these
standards before forwarding the final draft to ASA.
The record of the development of the standard, the
tabulation of the vote, the reasons for negative votes if
any, the relation to standards previously approved, and
any other' information bearing on the establishment of a
consensus are reviewed by the appropriate Standards
Board of ASA. When the Standards Board has approved
the material submitted by the sponsoring organization,
it is recommended to the ASA Board of Review for final
approval as American Standard. The standards thus approved may then be published by OEMI or, at their request, by ASA.
Since the U.S. has been requested by the International
Organization for Standards to assume the secretariat for
the international'data processing standardization program,
the X-3 sectional committee will be, in effect, the technioal committee of the ISO. The approved American
Standard will be recommended 'to ISO for consideration
as the basis for international data processing standards.
It should be emphasized that the existence of an American Standard prepared under the 'auspices of the ASA
does not preclude any person from manufacturing, selling, or using products, processes, or procedures not conforming to the standard. The American St'andard established under these procedufes ,is completely voluntary .
. Where legal standards are required, action by the proper
legislative bodies is necessary.

You Get Things .Done Better
By Seeing What's Happening
STRONG,
LlGHTWEI GHT,
RIGID
ELEVATED
ALUMINUM
FLOORING

FOR
COMPUTER
ROOM
USE

Panels of extruded aluminum construction feature strength and
low weight. Combination of pedestals, special extruded aluminum stringers and lateral braces insures a firm and rigid
substructure.'
Cut-outs can be made anywhere that cable or duct passage is
required. All panels easily removed for underfloor inspection
and maintenance.
In standard modular units with the floor covering of your choice.

BOARDMASTER VISUAL CONTROL

* Gives
Graphic Picture of Your
Operations in Color.
* Time
Facts at a Glance - Saves
and Prevents Errors.
* Easily
A Simple, Flexible Tool Adapted to Your Needs.
Complete Price

* Cards,
Easy to Use. Type or Write on
Snap on Board.
* Ideal
for Production, Schedul·
ing, Sales, Inventory, Etc.
* Metal.
Compact, Attractive. Made of
500,000 in Use.

$4950

Including

Ca~ds

*Pat. App. For

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE AND SPECIFICATIONS

LISKEY ALUMINUM, INC.
Friendship International Airport, Box 506, Glen Burnie, Md.
Circle 22 on Reader Service Card.
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IFREEI

24-Page ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET CG-l0
Without Obligation

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS, Yanceyville, North Carolina
Circle 23 on Reader Service Card.
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ONLY HONEYWELL GUARANTEES ITS SYSTEMS WON'T DAMAGE YOUR TAPES!

NOW ... HONEYWELL EDP SYSTEMS AIR·CUSHION
MAGNETIC TAPE TO PROTECT VALUABLE RECORDS
Honeywell electronic data processing scientists have developed the
world's most reliable tape drive mechanism. It virtually eliminates the common causes of tape damage which can
shut down the equipment for costly
minutes or hours. This new technique
is so reliable that Honeywell is the
only computer manufacturer that
guarantees its Systems will not break
or damage your tapes during processing. If they do, tapes will be replaced
without charge.
NO PINCH ROLLERS -

ANY-

Only Honeywell ,800 and
400 high-speed Systems transport
magnetic tape by air throughout the
processing' cycle. Vacuum capstans
take the place of old-fashioned pinch
rollers, dramatically reducing wear
and tear, flaking and scratching.
The recording surface is touched
only by the recording head
and only when information
is read or recorded. Since
nearly every readWHERE.

write error can be traced to tape
surface damage, it is clear why Honeywell tape drives are intriguing managements in ail parts of the business world.

in airborne tape combine to boost your
profit potential on any data processing
application. These Honeywell scientific advances help eliminate machine
downtime, which methods men know
can often cancel the economic gains of
electronic data processing.

ADD ORTHOTRONIC CONTROL
AND MAKE SURE. Added to
this advanced technique of vacuum
transport is Honeywell's exclusive
Orthotronic Control, which insures
uninterrupted accuracy during processing. Using Orthotronic Control,
Honeywell Systems can re-create lost
or damaged data instantaneously without human aid, without reprocessing. Errors can be detected and corrected automatically in 1j20th of a
second. Where other systems would
stop and blink signals for human help,
Honeywell 800 and Honeywell 400 will
simply do what needs to be done and
keep humming right along at top
speed.
-

ELIMINATE

UNPRODUCTIVE

This self-correcting
ability plus the protection inherent
MACHINE TIME.

INVESTIGATE

HON EYWELL

Greater
reliability in data recording is but one
of the several major factors that multiply the cost advantages to users of
Honeywell EDP Systems. If your
company is now considering the move
to electronics, we respectfully suggest
you put Honeywell Systems at the top
of your list for investigation. Our applications engineers will be glad to discuss your individual requirements.
BOO AND 400 SYSTEMS.

For more information, get in touch
with your nearest Honeywell office.
Or write Minneapolis-Honeywell,
Datamatic Division, Wellesley Hills
81, Massachusetts; or Honeywell
Controls Ltd., Toronto 17, Ontario.

WHY HONEYWELL RECORDING T'ECHNIQUES ARE FASTER, MORE RELIABLE

Vacuum capstans propel tape gently and precisely throughout processing cycle, removing
danger of damage by pinch rollers.

Tape changes can be made in less than 25 seconds. Changes on other data processing systems
often require several minutes.

I

Recording head alone touches recording surface of magnetic tape, reads information with
tape moving forward or backwards.

Information is read or recorded with tape moving 120 inches per second, a transfer rate of
96,000 decimal digits per second.
,

HoneYlN"ell
II e~D~p~~
Circle 24 on Reader Service Card.
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INFORMATION
PROCESSING

Information Processing plays a vital role in the Lockheed'
Missiles and Space Division's activities-from aiding basic
research and deveiopment to supporting current military and
commercial projects. The Division's computing facilities are
among the most advanced in the country and include:
two-IBM 7090; two-Sperry-Rand 1103 AF; one-Control
Data Corp. 1604, in addition to a variety of other advanced
peripheral equipment. Future plans include several
IBM 1401 Data Processors.
Functions of Information Processing encompass: Preparing
programs and operating large, high-speed digital computers;
responsibility for the Division's analog computing activitiesincluding set-up and operation of analog computers, used
both as simulators and in solving problems; the reduction
of highly complex and critical telemetry data received from
missiles and space vehicles.
Further activities involve performing data reduction for
Quality Assurance and Manufacturing, and programming
of Administrative Data Processing and/Financial Forecasting
Problems for the entire Division.
Expanding the scope and depth of present programs in
Information Processing has created positions for engineers and
scientists with experience in these important areas:
DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT including
monitors, compilers and information retrieval systems.
HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING for s~tellite
control, scientific computation, numerical analysis, and '
administrative data processing.
TRAINING PROGRAMS

conducted for computer programmers

and operators;
ANALOG COMPUTER OPERATION

in solving complicated

engineering problems.
AUTOMATIC CONVERSION of flight data and scientific
information utilizing analog and digital converters and advanced
automatic control devices.
FLIGHT DATA AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS including research
in complex problems, theories and methods of preflight and
flight data analysis; test performance research; analysis
and performance reports on testing, flight test data and data
reduction.
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT D'ESIGN including research
and engineering in development of highly advanced
data conversion devices.

Engineers and Scientists: Work in the broad spectrum of

fnformation Processing functions provides constant challenge
at Lockheed's Missiles and Space Division. If you are
experienced in the above areas, you are invited to write:
Research and ,Development Staff, Dept. H-46
962 W. EI Camino Real, Sunnyvale, California.
U. S. Citizenship or existing Department of Defense
industrial security clearance required.

J,1It:klllllld!
MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM; the Air
Force A GENA Satellite in the DISCOVERER,MIDASandSAMOS
Programs; Air Force X-7; and Army KINGFISHER
SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS, SANTA CRUZ,
SANTA ,MARIA. CALIFORNIA. CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA
ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO. HAWAII

-:-'--'

COMEX-FOR INFORMATION TRANSMISSION

]
I

I
J

COMEX is a new cammunicatians
device which stares a serial D: C.
pulse generated by business machines
such as teletypewriters. It transmits
the .signal aver the telephane lines at
data rates campatible with existing
telephane tariffs (600 and 750 bits/
sec). Each unit is half duplex - it can
send and receive, stare and unlaad
sequentially.
It can be used far transmitting data
and administrative message traffic.
Wherever there is an existing telephane, COMEX can be installed to'
provide efficient alternate voice ar
data use af the telephane tall ar
leased lines. It is cannected to' the
phane lines by the Bell Dataphane
unIt.
The primary use af COMEX is the
tran.smissian of a valume af infarmatian aver the phane lines: In additian,
its starage features permit it to' be
used as a remate data callecting and
distributing center. Transmitting
speeds af 1000 words per minute
(750 bits/sec) are available naw. The
starage capacity is 12 haurs ar approximately 3,200,000 bits. These twa
features result in a data handling system that is flexible and can be used
far a variety of applicatians.
Teletypewriter equipment as pravided by Teletype Carp., Olivetti,
Kleinschmidt, Teleprinter, Friden,
IBM, etc., generates and is aperated
by a D. C. pulse. These pulses are
serialized far transmissian. COMEX
accepts this serial signal, madulates
it and recards it an 1f4-inch wide 1.0
mil' ,thick magnetic instrumentatian
recording 'tape. The recording speed
is one inch per secand. This results in
a lineal bit density af 45 to' 75 bits
per' inch.
When all af ,the infarmatian far a
particular 'destinatian is recarded, or
as frequently as desired, a telephane
call is, made to' the telephane number
af the receiving COMEX. The aperator at the receiving statian places
her COMEX intO' the recard made.
The transmitting aperatar places her
COMEX in the send made. The recarded infarmatian is then transmitted 10 times faster than ariginally

recarded. This is dane by speeding
up the tape dl'ive to' 10 inches per
secand.
The receiving COMEX recards the
infarmatian a't the high speed, after
which it is stared until reproductian
in the print aut devices is desired.
Basically, COMEX, manufactui-ed
by Avca/Crasley, is a magnetic starage device af high accuracy. A madulatian methad allaws a slaw tape
speed during recarding and the mechanical drive system gives extremely
clase cantrol an repraductian speed,
a feature essential with unsynchronized data saurces, An indexing system insures machine stappage when
the end af the message is reached,
and this feature alsO' puts the digital
subset back intO' the talk canditian,
unless the handset has been previausly replaced on the cradle in which
case the telephane line ,will be braken

and the call autamatically terminated.
The absence of line carrier at the
receiving station causes the Bell Dataphane unit to' signal COMEX to stap,
and the line will be disconnected if
the receiver is an the cradle. Thus,
there is nO' need to' watch COMEX
during transmission unless manual
monitaring is desired. The presence
of data during all aperations is shawn
by the message indicator light an the
control panel. A camplete rewind
cycle takes less than 3% minutes. All
control buttons are interlacked to' insure that the machine returns to the
standby made before each function.
Lighted push-buttans indicate the
mode af operatian.
COMEX is solid state throughaut;
aff-line input and output signals may
be varied from less than 1 0 to' more
than 80 milliamps.
Circle 112 on Reader Service Card.

Resp6nSit?leiAssignments
•.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;§timut~til1gAssociation for

····.P"VSICIS[S'rMAIH,~~MATICIANS,
r ELECTRONIGi,'ENGINEERS
and·
asmall·t~stc~ritJ~,~Yh~l:~~th~fi~st'

From.
atomic
bomb ,was exploded in 1945 to today's modern
extensive missile testing facility,that's the
Air Force Missile Development Center at Holloman,
the site of Telecomputing Services,. Inc.
We workwith high-speed digital computers
and other· da~a reduction equ.i pment to reduce,
analyze; and evaluate data gathered from
various instrumentation systems located 'on the
White Sands Missil~ Range; and prepare reports
for the government and contractors.
Our continuing growth is creating new positions
for qualified engineers .;. a growth accelerated
byr~eogIlitionof individual achievement
... a grO\vthYOU can share.
If·you.are a physicist, mathe~atician,
or electronic engineer\veinvite you to investigate
the opportunities as a Data Processing Specialist
in thisexpanditlg field of missiles1
,
satellites,and space travel.
In addition to our.pleasan t, modern facility

and professional w01'lcing atmosphere, other
benefits include: A tt1'active Salaries, A1'ea
Bonus, Relocation Pay, Profit Sha1'ing, G1'OHp
Insuranpe, Educational Reimbursement.
For Application and Further Information, write:
Directo1' of Technical Personnel
.

TELECOMPUTING SERVICES,
SUBSIDIARY

TEL E COM PU TIN G

INC.

OF

COR P 0 RAT ION

BOX 447·0, HOL.L.OMANAIR FORCE BASE, NEW MEXICO.
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t::>- new products in
tunnel diode
A new ser,ies of hermetically sealed
germanium tunnel diodes have been
designed for low level switching and
small signal applications and can be
used in computer systems. Peak point
current is closely controlled providing
a peak to valley ratio of 8 to 1. The
units' exhibit low series induc'tance of
one millimicrohenry and series resistance of one ohm with peak and
\lIalley ratios of 5 to 1 and 10 to L
Measured frequency of oscillation is
over 1,.500 megacycles. For information write PHILCO CORP., Lansdale Div., Lansdale, Pa., or use card.

DATRMRTION

The company's new 10-key adding
machine associated with a tape punch
, produces 5, 6, 7 or 8 channel punched
tape at a rate of 20 characters per
second. A var.iable field control selector permits optional control over the
columns to be punched. The function
selector control allows the operator to
punch items only, totals only, or both.
For information write VICTOR ADDING MACHINE CO., 3900 N. Rockwell St., Chicago 18, Ill., or use card.
Circle 202 on Reader Service Card.

way. All gate and control circuitry is
provided on the printed-circuit board. '
Both MIL (100 C) and commercial
(55 C) designs are available. For information write MAGNETICS RESEARCH CO., 255 Grove St., White
Plains, N.Y., or use reader card.
Circle 204 on Reader Service Card.

random access memory
A new small general purpose memory provides async:hronous operation
at rates to 200 kc and available in

data processing system

4 is .5"'mv /cm. Line h·c.r11,.An,,,u
is .50 'to 800 cycles and instruments
operate between 105 to 125 v or 210
to 250 v. Rack-mounting models have
been designed which are elech'ically
similar but mech~nically rearranged.
The RM.503 and RM504 fit in a
standard 19" rack. Dimensions are 7"
high by 19" wide by 16%" deep. For
information write TEKTRONIX, INC.,
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon.

The 7074 is 'a new computer which
the manufacturer says is twice as fast
processing business data and up to
twenty times as fast in scientific computation as the 7070 system to which
it is related. Typical 7074 systems
will sell or rent for about twenty-two
per cent more than 7070 system
prices. Any 7070 can be converted
to a 7074 system in the customer's
office. The major change is the replacement of the three 7070 modules
with two high-speed 7074 components. The "building block" design of
the 7074 lends itself to growth to
match user needs, the manufacturer
states. Both systems offer five models
of the processing unit; four models
of core storage; anq six models of
core storage control units. For information write INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION,Data Processing Division, 112
E. Post Road, White Plains, N.Y.

capacities from 128 to 1024 words
with word lengths from 4 to 24 bits.
Designated type RB, these core memories are said to offer a combination
of features not previously considered
feasible in any but custom units.
Among its features are long term
reliability, low cost, a wide range of
capacities, and a variety of operating
modes. The new memories may be
operated in a random access mode,
as sequential access buffers, or any
combination of both without, loss of
speed. For information write TELEMETER MAGNETICS, INC., P.O.
Box 329, Culver City, California.

Circle 201 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 203 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 205 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 200 on Reader Service Card.

oscilloscopes
Two new dc-to-450 kc instruments,
the .503 and the 504, are available.
Basic sensitivity of the 503 is 1 mv / cm,

data punch
A new unit produces punched data
processing tape as a by-product of
routine adding mac~ine computations.
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magnetic shift register
The model 5TDWWI00/U 5-bit,
100KC magnetic shift register features the ability to read out a stoted
pulse-pattern repeatedly without destroying the information stored. It
operates from a single, uncritical 12V
DC supply, and is designed to handle
peak signal amplitude of 5V. Input
may be serial or parallel. On command at a separate input, non-destructive read-out (in parallel) occurs. The register may be cleared by
reading out serially, in the normal

solenoid
A long, small diameter solenoid lifts
up to 8 oz. intermittent,' or 6 oz.
continuous duty, has been tested to

20,000,000. It carries a stroke up to
5/16 in. push or pull type as sp,ecified. Operates on 6 to 110 volts dc,
with power requirements of 3 watts
continuous or 6, watts intermittent

OR.TRMRTICN

duty. Enclosure is steel shell; terminals are plug-in 'or lead types;
mounting 4-28 threaded bushing. It
is designed primarily for business
machines, computers, data processing and ins'trumentation, and has a
variety of additional applioations. Fo.r
information write GUARDIAN
ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 1550 W.
Carroll Ave., Chicago 7,. Illinois.
Circle 206 on Reader Service Card.

recorder/reproducer
An all-solid-state magnetic tape recorder/reproducer features up to 14
channels of direct-record or wide

band FM analog data that can be recorded and played back bi-directionally. The ·type PR-2300 recorder/reproducer is modularized to extend the
versatility made possible by its small
size (22% in. high, 17% in. wide, 15
in. deep) and light weight (less than
150 lbs.). The tape transport system
is mounted in 'an aluminum case. It·
records and. reproduces at speeds of
60, 30, 15, 7%, _3%, and 1% in. per
second. Speeds are changed in pairs
by changing drive belts. Cumulative
peak-to~peak flutter from dc to 300
cps is less than 0.4% at 30 or 60 ips.
Input range for the direct record system is 0.25 to 25 volts rms for normal record level. For information
write CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS CORP., 360 Sierra.
Madre Villa, Pasadena, California.
Circle 207 on Reader Service Card.

power supply
The model RP-I0 is a completely
transistorized, regulated, . 8-ampere
power supply designed and rated for

This is a Friden Model CTS Computyper.®The girl who runs it can turn out an
amazing number of invoices and still have one of the easiest jobs in the office.
Together, she and the machine comprise a complete billing department.
Utilizing edge-punched cards which contain constant data, the CTS writes the
heading and line items at a speed of 100 words per minute. It stops automatically
to let the operator fill in order number and item quantity. Extensions, discounts,
tax computations, and totals are figured and typed on the invoice automatically.
Grand totals ar,e stored in the machine and may be printed at any time.
As the invoices are prepared, the CTS automatically punches selected information into a by-product paper tape for subsequent data processing such as direct
conversion to tab cards. Or, the CTS itself may directly control punching of tab
cards as another automatic by-product.

We call this PRACTIMATION: automation so hand-in-hand with practicality
there can be no other word for it. For complete information, call your Friden
·Systems Man or write: Friden, Inc., San Leandro, California.
©1960 FRIDEN, INC,

Friden

SALES, SERVICE AND INSTRUCTION THROUGHOUT THE U. S. AND THE WORLD

Circle 25 on Reader Service Card.
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NEW PRODUCTS •••
computer applications. It is designed
for rack mounting in T-PAC systems
where ultra-high density is desired.
Notched for standard rack mounting,
it measures 5% in. high, by 19 in.
wide, by 11% in. deep, and weighs
38 lbs. It will power 320 LE-I0 logi,cal element T-PACs operating continuously at one megacycle or 640
operating at 50% duty cycle. The
front panel carries both a voltmeter
and ammeter with full-scale ranges
of 25 volts and 10 amperes respectively. For information write COMPUTER CONTROL CO., INC., 983
Concord St., Framingham, Mass.
Circle 208 on Reader Service Card.

binary digital recorder
Model 690 digital recorder features
, high speed transfer of digital information to a permanent record at rates
I

·.. at "RACKING UP" RELIABILITY
That incredibly short (3V2")
rack-m'ounting counter-timer
tucked unde'r Max Schweizer's
forearm is a tribute to the many
yea rs of specialized experience
he brings to the position of Chief
Mechanical Engineer at TSI. Every
one of the 2162 components in
the Model 361-R APTI®-METER~~
is logically located, thermally protected and instantly accessible.
No "sardine packing" here!
Incidentally, Max found his job
about 800 components easier,
because our circuits group has
achieved what we call "reliability
through sophisticated simplicity"
in the 360 Series. His superb
packaging job further enhanced
that reliability - and the Model
361-R bears a 5-year guarantee.

If you like sharp contrasts, compare this cool, compact, all-solidstate, beauty with the hot-as-a, pistol vacuum-tube monsters five
times its height and weight, not
nearly as versatile or convenient.
Why pl'od along with old-fashioned
counters? Let us send you literature on the newest - Model
361-R APTI®-METER, the only
1 MC solid-state counter!
*APTI®-METER is our registered
trade-mark for an ACTIONS-PERTIME-INTERVAL meter. Model
361-R counts frOm 0-lMC, has
crystal-plus-oven stability of 0 .."1
ppm/week, IN-LINE NIXIE READOUT, and identical-twin, high-impedance, high-sensitivity amplifiers.
Features galore, unlimited flexibility,
yet' the sensible-compromise price is
only $1680.

TRANSISTOR
SPECIALTIES
INCORPORATED
Sophisticated Digital Instrumentation
TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK • WELLS 5-8700

up to 150 lines (or words), of 32 bits
each, per second with compatibility
to digital data sources. Included are
the necessary circuits to couple di'rectly to D.C. levels derived for
example, froin Rip-Rop storage or counters. For information write ELECTRONIC COUNTERS, INC., 155
Eileen Way, Syosset, L.I., N.Y.
Circle 20!J on Reader Service Card.

analog computer
A "desktop" computer can be expanded by plugging in additional
modules or even an additional cabinet. To convert this unit to a complex Roor model the firm can add
such components as a pre-programmed, removable patchboard system, up to 64 amplifiers, electronic
multipliers and diode function generators -~n requiring less power than
an ordinary toaster. Called the "AD1" Electronic Differential Analyzer,
the computer is the brainchild of four
University of Michigan 'engineering
professors who incorporated them- selves as Applied Dynamics, Inc. and
are now under the control of the

Circle 26 on Reader Service Card.
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company named below. For information write BOWMAR INSTRUMENT
CORP., 8000 Bluffton Rd., Ft .
. Wayne, Ind., or use reader card.
Circle 210 on Reader Service Card.

Transistor Logic Elements for Defense

Use these logic modules for
easier, faster, computer design

tapered pin connector
A new tapered pin connector for
printed circuit boards features phos, bronze or beryllimp copper con-

Encapsulated elements operate at high frequency over
wide temperature range
• Fast switching speed of 1 mcl second
• Standard 6 volt logic
• Rugged, uniform packaging

cJ
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tacts with .0002 silver and .00003
gold that withstand one thousand or
more insertions. The connections are
stranded tQ mate with 3% degree
taper pins. The pins have a minimum capacity of 5 amsp. and 21.50
volts AC at 60 cps. Polarization pins
may be installed if requested with a
minimum order. The ,body' material
of the connector is Alkyd-mag 422
approved M~L-M-14E. For information write ASTRAL ELECTRONICS,
INC., 14620 Arminta St., Van Nuys,
Calif., or use reader service card.
Circle 211 on Reader Service Card.

lamp
Designed especially to scan punch
cards and tapes, this new lamp was
engineered for use with an input for

ACTUAl. SIZE

Series M Transistor Logic Elements now provide maximum reliability and high frequency performance over an extended temperature
range of - 40 C to + 125 C. Pre-designed for immediate use in breadboard,
prototype or production equipment, these compatible logic modules find
versatile defense applications in digital computer and data handling systems. Encapsulation in high-temperature epoxy material, semi-transparent
for easy inspection of internal assembly, affords protection from extreme
'envii'onmental conditions of humidity, sho~k and vibration. Metal feedthrough sleeves improve mounting flexibility, while uniform packaging
and terminal arrangement facilitate interconnection of modules.
Reasonably priced and available for prompt delivery, General Electric Transistor Logic Elements are manufactured from thoroughly tested,
quality components. These saturating and resistance-coupled modules are
also offered in circuit and, packaging variations, custom designed to meet
specific engineering requirements:
+18v

0,

0,

+ 18"

instantaneous computation of aircraft
position for an air traffic control system. The special spring tensioned
straight wire filament offers the required single straight light source.
Specifications called for the filament
to be braced to withstand repeated
30 G shocks delivered to 90 angle
to the filament. The lamp operates at
4 volts - 1.8 amperes and is rated at
2200 K. For information write CHICAGO MINIATURE LAMP WORKS,
1500 N. Ogden Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.
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Transistor NOR-Gate (Type M-J34) -performs
pulse inversion and logic functions, OR and
AND. Each of the two separate elements of
this common emitter' switch drives four additional, fully loaded, Series M Transistor NORGates. Three inputs are furnished for each
element.
, Transistor Emitter Follower (Type M-3J- JO) -

+18v

0

-4,

Transistor Binary (Type M-264) -provides two
gate control inputs, two gate signal. inputs,
and two direct resistance inputs for the set
and reset of the flip-flop. Intended for use in
counters and shift registers, it drives up to
four, fully loaded, Series M Transistor NORGates at each of the two outputs.

o
o Volts

consists of two separate elements with individual input and output terminals. ~oth elements are capable of driving up to ten, fully
loaded, Series M Transistor NOR-Gates. Applications are found in impedance transformation
and in driving logic elements without inversion
or significant degradation in the transmitted
pulse.
'176-52

ProgreS$ /$ Our Mos! /mporl<1nf 'Protlvt:f

Circle 212 on Reader Service Card.

GENERAL_ELECTRIC
switching transistor
Type 2N404A PNP germanium alloy
switching transistor is interchange~

DEFENSE
HEAVY

MILITARY

ElECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS

DEPARTMENT

DIVISION
•

SYRACUSE,

NEW YORK

Circle 27 on ReClderService Card.
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BENNETT ASSOCIATES
EXECUTIVE SEA.RCHES - INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
PSYCHOLOGICA.L TESTING
COMMERCIAL TRUST BLDG. • LOCUST 3-4830

PHILADELPHIA. 2, PENNSYLVA..NIA

able with its military prototype
(2N404) but excels it in voltage, current and heat characteristics. This
new device was designed for high
speed computer applications. For information write SYL VANIA ,ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., General
Telephone Bldg., 730 Third Ave.,
New York 17, N.Y. or use reader card.
Circle 213 on Reader Service Card.

Dear Mr. Engineer:

We at Bennett Associates would like to take this. opportunity to thank YOU
for YOUR wonderful response to our open letter in the May/June issue of

quadruple flip-flop package
A new transistorized quadruple HipHop pac}Qage has built-in gates for use
in shift registers or buffer applica-

Datamation. The response to this issue, as well as the March/April issue, has
been such that we must apologize for not having had an opportunity to contact
each of YOU personally. In many instances we have had to confine our contact
to personal letters. We beg your indu1gence for this, but at the same time we
suggest you comply with our request for information about your qualifications.
By doing so, when we contact you personally, we will be able to discuss- your
specific opportunities.

'To our new readers, we specialize in' "INPIVIDUAL ATTENTION" to each
of our client applicants. Our operating credo is that by doing our best for you,
our applicant, we must of necessity do our best for our client companies. In
order to do our best for YOU we need all the essential information only you
can furnish. We will provide a specific questionnaire for this information. Upon
its receipt we will then program our contacts to meet your needs and screen
all replies. No direct contact will be made by client companies.

tions. Gating is accomplished with
capacitor-diode gates. The unit fea~
tures a built-in pulse and amplifier
for driving the four Hip-Hops. The
One output and Zero ~output from
each Hip-Hop provide standard levels
each capable of simultaneously driving two units of base load and one
capacitor-diode gate level input. The
type 4213 is an economical and compact unit, permitting up to 100 HipHops in 5% in. of panel in a standard
19 in. rack. For information write
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.,
Maynard, Mass., or use reader card.
Circle 214 on Reader Service Card.

Upon receipt of our completed Questionnaire, we will forward you under separate cover our "Engineer's Life-Time Scale."·

Thank you for your wonderful response.

Sincerely,
BENNETT ASSOCIATES

~~6
President
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Circle 74 on Reader Service Card.

stroke",nor modules
The "HS" series modules provide
transistorized stroke gates for use in _
mechanizing digital systems. Because
of its logical properties,complete
digital switching networks including
Hip-Hops can be built from these
gates alone. Available gates have
from two to six inputs, with provisions for interconnecting gates to provide more than six inputs. When
stroke gates are used with the manufacturer's Hip-Hops, two level logic
can be operated with a single phase
clock at 3 ,Me. For information write
ABACUS, INC., 3040 Overland Ave.,
Los Angeles 43, Calif., or use card.
Circle 215 on Reader Service Card.
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Another project of IBM Applied Scientists:
helping solve Einstein's Two-Body Problem
Helping to increase man's understanding and control of reality is a job
of IBM Applied Science Representatives. Project by project, through
unique and creative applications of data processing, they are changing
the worlds of engineering, the sciences, and business.
.
IBM Applied Scientists are even helping illuminate the fundamental
mysteries of space and matter. They are working with mathematicians
in an attempt to solve Einstein's field equations for the Two-Body
Problem, using an IBM computer.
.
Others are working on industrial process control, linear and non-linear
programming, operations research, and"design analysis. The variety
of projects is limitless.
You may play an important part in this challenging profession. There
are openings in many cities for men and women with advanced degrees
in engineering, mathematics, or a physical science, or a degree in
one of these areas plus a Master's in business administration or experience in programming.
For a confidential interview, please call any IBM Branch Office or one
of these Regional Managers of Applied Science:
L. M. Fulton
IBM Corporation
425 Park Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

R. W. DeSio
IBM Corporation
618 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 5, III.

[

DATA PROCESSING DIVISION

..•.

]

II
LJ

L. C. Hubbard
IBM Corporation
3424 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles 5, Calif.

M®

when responding, a meiltion of DATAMATION would be appreciated
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DYSTAC*

A MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH IN PROBLEM SOLVING
*DYSTAC: Dynamic Storage Analog Computer, developed
by CSI, incorporates high-speed repetitive capabilities with
dynamic storage of analog data to an accuracy of 0.01 % and
with a time-base accuracy of ±O.S microsecond. This development has tremendously increased the versatility, economy,
and speed of solution associated with analog computers.
DYSTAC provides unique time-sharing of computer components and high speed reiterations: These features make possible economic and rapid solution of complex problems that
have required too many computer components or too long
a solution time to be considered practical for either digital or
analog techniques. Different combinations of this new development readily solve p~oblems in four broad categories.

• Sequential calculation, as encountered in the distillation problem. Here, successive solutions to algebraic matrices are obtained
from cycle to cycle at a repetitive speed of 60 cpS until the
problem is solved.
II Definite integral calculations. Varying definite integrals are
evaluated from one cycle to another and held in memory for the
successful solution of optimization problems.
• Rapid evaluation of multiple integrals. This technique can be
employed for the solution of partial differential equations.
• Transient problems and difference-differential equations are
solved with continuous memory.
For complete information or to arrang~ for a demonstration

write, phone, or wire:

COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.,
A

Culver Road, Monmouth Junction, N. J . • DAvis 9-2351

Schlumbe~gerSubsidiary •

formerly Mid-Century

Instrumatic Corp.

Circle 28 on Reader Service Card.
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abroad
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IFIPS COUNCIL
CONCLUDES 1ST MEETING

FRENCH PLAN
SEPT. COMPUTER CONGRESS

BELGIAN MEET
COVERS CYBERNETICS AREA

fl

SWEDEN ORDERS
7090; SIX 70s ALSO SOLD

July / August

1960

The Council of the International Federation of Information Processing Societies concluded its first
meeting in June at the International Computation
Centre in Rome. The Federation was organized at the
UNESCO-sponsored First International Conference
on Inf~rmation Processing, held in Paris in June,
1959, which attracted more than 1800 delegates from
all parts of the world.
The officers elected by the Council of the International Federation of Information Processing
Societies during the June meeting were, as president, Mr. Isaac L. Auerbach, representing the
National Joint Computer Committee of the United
States; as vice president, Professor Dr. Alwin
Wal ther, repres enting DARA (Deuts,che Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Rechen-Anlagen) of Germany; as secretarytreasurer, Dr. Ambrose P. Speiser, representing the
Swiss Federation of Automatic Control.
The Second International Conference on Information
Processing will be convened in September 1962 in
Germany. Professor Alwin Walther as appointed General Chairman for the conference, and Mr. Niels Ivar
Bech of the Danish Academy of Technical Sciences
(Regnecentralen, Copenhagen) will be'Chairman of the
Program Committee.
The First Congress of AFCAL, the French Computing
Association (Association Francaise de Calcul) i~
scheduled to take place in Grenoble in the French
Alps from September 14-16, 1960. It has been characterized by Professor Paul Namian of the Grenoble
University Computing Laboratory as the first real
gathering of practically all persons in France
taking an active part in computing development.
Those interested should contact the Institute Polytechnique de l' Uni versi te' de Grenoble, 46 Avenue
Felix-Viallet, Grenoble, Isere, France.
The Third International Congress on Cybernetics will
be organized by the International Association for
Cybernetics from September 11 to September 15, ~
in Namur, Belgium. The proceedings will, cover the
following five themes: Bases and methods of Cybernetics, Semantic machines, Automation: Technical
Aspects, Automation: Economic and Social Aspects"
and Cybernetics and biology.
IBM Sweden sold an IBM 7090, their first in Sweden,
for delivery in July, 1961 to the Research Institute
of National Defense to be used for research on
defense problems. They had previously been using time
on the 704 of the Paris IBM processing center. Ten
tape transports, model 729, and a 1401 for off-line
operation will also go to 'the same organization.
Six 70705 have been sold s6 far in Sweden.
59
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DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM: A
27 -page booklet provides information
on the 301, 'designed to provide fullscale data processing for small firms,
according to the manufacturer. Text
includes description of system, description of computer, input-outputmedia, typical systems and applications. For copy write RADIO CORPORATION OF AMgRICA, Elec. tronic Data Processing Div., Camden
2, N.J., or use reader service card.

tions and accuracy are topics covered
in the introductory section. The sec. tion on programming features includes treatment of organization of
data, program instructions, length of
instructions, simultaneity, multiple
'programming, automatic programming
and programming aids. For copy
write RADIO CORPORATION OF
AMERICA, Electronic Data Processing Div., Camden 2, N.]., or use card .
Circle 261 on Reader Service Cord.

Circle 262 on Reader Service Cord.

TAPE SYSTEM: Description of the
M-3000 digital tape system is available from the manufacturer. In view
of the widely varying application requirements, only general performance
specifications are being released. For
copy write MIDWESTERN INSTRUMENTS, P.O. Box 7186, Tulsa, Okla.
Circle 263 on Reader Service Cord.

Circle 260 on. Reader Service Cord.

DP SYSTEM: A four-section illustrated booklet details this company's
601 data processing system. A detailed introduction and sections covering system elements, typical systems description and programming
features may be found." Three way
expansibility" modularity, operating
rates, on-line operations, communica-

Div., 2049 So. Barrington Ave., Los
Angeles 25, Calif., or use reader ~ard.

RECORDER/REPRODUCER: Features of the C-I00 and detailed specifications for both analog and PDM
recording are listed in a new six-page
brochure. The product's all~transis
torizeq modular construction, dynamic braking and instant speed
change are covered. Fm copy write
MINNESOTA MINING AND
MANU'FACTURING CO., Mincom

MANUFACTURER'S CATALOG: Included in the 12 pages is a complete
listing and specifications of a comprehensive line of germanium PNP
and NPN audio (small and large signal), computer and switching (high
and low speed) transistors. Also
listed are the company's complete
lines of germanium and silicon refer-

Circle 75 on Reader Service Cord.
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If your field is data processing and your ambition is to
advance, your most promising opportunities are with
RCA Moorestown, N"ew Jersey. Here, in an ultra-modern,
self-contained facility near a pleasant suburban community, a group of creative engineers and scientists are'
assigned to solving problems connected with advanced
defense projects such as BMEWS (Ballistic Missile Early
Warning System); DAMP (Downrange' Anti-ballisticmissile Measurements Program), and TRADEX (Target
Resolution And Discrimination Experiments). Your starting salary is based on your achievements; professional
benefits are exceptional. At this time, openings exist for
the following:

SYSTEMS PROGRAM-ANALYSTS-Openings for individuals who can make a real contribution to satellite
tracking and space surveillance. Problems include
development, optimization, and analysis of real-time
computer programming systems. for long-range radar/
computer system applications. Six to nine years' experience is required.
'NUMERICAL ANALYSTS-To contribute creative
approaches to such problem areas as numerical methods
in differential equations; orthogonal functions and curve
fitting; and analysis of special functions (elliptic integrals,
auto- and cross-correlations).

RCA Moorestown
offers variety
and opportunity
to scientific
data processing
specialists

ANAL YST -PROGRAMMERS-Must have the ability to
do creative thinking in the programming of real-time and
general mathematical problems for large scale weapon
systems. Experience in developing interpretive systems,
symbolic assemblies, logical programming, algebraic
translators, and problem-oriented and machine-oriented
languages is highly desirable. Experience in, general
scientific data processing systems on large-scale computers and a background in mathematics are necessary.

Address inquiries to:
Mr. W. J.Henry,'Box V-38-H
RCA, Moorestown, New Jersey
(20 minutes from PhIladelphia)

•

®
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Circle 76 on Reader Service Card.
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ence and power rectifier" types and
photodiodes. For copy write AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP., Advertising Dept. 230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, L.I., N.Y., or use card.
Circle 264 on Reader Service Card.

TAPE TRANSPORT:. Features, applications and specifications of the
Model 81 tape transport are provided in a company brochure. When
used as a tape r'eader, the transport
is suitable for on-line service in computer,communication and control applications. Typical magnetic tape applications include both analog and
digital modes. For 'copy write DA T ASTOR, Div. of Cook Electric Co.,
8100 N. Monticello Ave., Skokie, Ill.
Circle 265 on Reader Service Card.

DIGITAL COMPUTER: Complete
description of the, Programmed Data
Processor-1 is provided in a recent
folder. Text covers speed, memory
size and access time, programming
features, input-output equipment, inrr----

c
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struction format, instruction list and
prices. For copy write DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard,
Mass., or use reader service card.
Circle 266 on Reader Service Card.

PROGRAMMER: Specifications and
description of the TP-860 8-channel,
time base punched tape programmer
are provided in a manufacturer's data
sheet. The unit uses standard oneinch teletype punched' tape and provides 20 minutes of programming at
a tape speed of 1 ips. For copy write
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO.,
Anaheim Electronics Div., 1601 East
Chestnut Ave.,. Santa Ana, Calif.
Circle 267 on Reader Service Card.

DATA PLOTTING: A complete description of .the company's digital
data plotting instrument is presented
in a new brochure. Called the "Dataplotter" this product automatically
converts data from punched card or
punched tape to graphic form. Specifications are included in the brochure. For copy write ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., Long
Branch, N.}., or use reader card.
Circle 268 on Reader Service Card.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS:"
Single copies of the" recently published literature described below may
be obtained by writing to the manufacturer.
"Demand Deposit Accounting at
Worcester County National Bank with
the IBM RAMAC 305." Application
General Information Manual, Form
No. E20-2048, 20 pages. •
Circle 269 on Reader Service Card.

"Milbank Mutual Insurance Co., An
Approach to Policy Rating and
Writing on the IBM RAMAC 305."
Application Brief, Form No. K201268, "12 pages.
Circle 270 on Reader Service Card.

"Piecework Payroll for the Garment
Industry." Application Reference
Manual, Form No. B20-0070, 36
pages.
Circle 271 on Reader Service Card.

"Clearinghouse of Ideas, Board of
Education Memphis City Schools."
Systems Folder, Form No. K20-1261,
4 pages.
Circle 272 on Reader Service Card.

"Oscar G. Carlstedt Co., Wholesale
Florist Accounting." Application Brief,
Form No. K20-1228, 12 pages.
Circle 273 on Reader Service Card.

"IBM 609 Calculator for Highway
Construction Earthwork Computa-

~----n

--------~~~~----

I
MATHEMATICIAN
OR

CHEMICAL
ENGINEER
With a knowledge of numerical
methods to co-ordinate a technical
computing function and to program
for an IBM-650. 0-3 years experience.

Reply to:

Mr. B. R. DiCaprio
American Cyanamid Company
Organic Chemicals Division
Bound Brook,. N.J.

ITEECO

I.

tJ

ALUMA-PLANK
SAVES PANEL
REPLACEMENT
COST IN

COMPUTER
FLOOR:
SYSTEMS
Save up to 6 ft. of flooring ordinarily lost when repaneling access
openings., Use Aluma-Plank 9" x 27" sections.
ITEECO'S new, lightweight extruded aluminum flooring is the only
modular plank system available.

·~~f~~[m~
I N0 USTRI AL TUB ULAR EQUI PMEN TeO. I
12906 Satic!!y, North HO~!Y!l~!!d,- Cali~~rni~· TRiangle 7-9821

Circle 77 on Reader Service Card.
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Circle 29 on Reader Service Card.
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omputer
Programmers:
Tired of standing on
the sidelines?
If you are content to work for instead of with

other staff members, System Development
Corporation is not for you. But, if you are ready
to come off the sidelines and get in the thick of
things, you should definitely consider SDCwhere programming is a primary function rather
than a service activity.
In addition to developing large computerized
control systems for SAGE, SAC, and other
important operations - SOC is engaged in a
number of long-range research projec:ts. They
include: automatic coding and problem-oriented
languages; development of a language to
automate transition from one computer to
another; study of the organization of large
systems; investigation of computer design from
a standpoint of programability rather than
engineering; information retrieval and medical
data processing.
Positions now open at all levels
(at Santa Monica, California and Lodi,
New Jersey)
The extension of SOC's programming activities
into new areas has created openings for
Programmers at various levels of experience,
including senior status. Please send your inquiry
to Mr. E. A. Shaw, SOC, 2478 Colorado Avenue,
Santa Monica, California .
."Project CLIP - The Design of a Compiler and
Language for Information Processing;' a paper
by Harvey Bratman of SOC's Data Processing
Research staff, is available upon request. Send
request to Mr. Bratman at SOC.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION .
Santa Monica, California • Lodi, New Jersey
Circle 78 on Reader Service Card.
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NEW LITERATURE •••

tions."· Application General Information Manual, Form No. E26-1516, 32
pages.
Circle 274 on Reader Service Card.

"IBM 1401 Programs for Card Systems: Preliminary Specifications." Systems Bulletin, Form No. J28-0209,
36 pages.
Circle 275 on Reader Service Card.

"IBM 709 Utility Programs." Systems
Bulletin,' Form No. J28-6080, 20
pages.
Circle 276 on Reader Service Card.

"INFORMER Pulse Magnetic Information Retrieval and Data Processing
System." Promotional Booklet, Form
No. 550-0001, 8 pages.
Circle 277 on Reader Service Card.

"Concepts of Automatic Data Processi~g for Army Class I Installations."
Application General Information Manual, Form 'No. E50-0001, 40 pages.

"IBM 7090 Links Experience with Increased Speed and Capacity." Promotional Brochure, Form No. 5201263, 8 pages.

Balanced Approach to ElecData Processing Problems650." Promotional Brochure,
No. 520-1226, 24 pages.
Circle 279 on Reader Servic'e Card.

"The Tape-Oriented Configuration
(IBM 7070-1401)." Machine Bulletin, Form No. G22-7007-1, 8 pages.
Circle 280 on Reader Service Card.

0000

For copy write INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., 590
Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
COMPUTER ABSTRACTS: A leaRet
provides information on ,a new technical abstracting service. Abstracts of
papers on computer equipment, programs and mathematics are printed
on 3" x 5" index cards to provide a
cumulative, multiple-entry index to
the computer literature. Approximately 2000 cards will be supplied during
the first year of publication. For copy
write CAMBRIDGE' COMMUNICATIONS, 238 Main St., Cambridge 42,
Mass., or use reader service card.
Circle 282 on Reader Service Card.

TAPE PERFORATOR: Mechanical
components, circuit design considerations, mechanical and electrical characteristics, and theory of operation of
the GP-2 are included in a 24-page
booklet. This perforator is capable of.
recording digital data at the rate of

now take

AVERAGE
MILLIONAIRE
the

we will:
provided of 'course, he can demonstrate a four year association with digital computer programming. We are also
interested in the equally qualified poverty stricken.

WHY NOT!

Send us a resume. We have a number of interesting
openings for a few potentially wealthy people.

APPLIED DATA RESEARCH
759 STATE ROAD. PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

Circle 79 on Reader Service Card.
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Circle 283 on Reader Service .Card.

Circle 281 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 278 on Reader Service Card.

"The
tronic
IBM
Form

300 codes per sE;cond. For copy write
SOROBAN ENGINEERING, INC.,
Box 1717, Melbourne, Florida.
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM: A
descriptive folder and ,a 23~page
technical booklet provide details of
this company's general purpose system, the G-20. Technical material includes information Row, accessories,
programming, and specifications. For
copies write, BENDIX COMPUTER,
5630 Arbor Vitae St., Los Angeles
45, Calif., or use reader service card.
Circle 284 on Reader Service Card.

ANALOG COMPUTER: The CM-3
analog computer is detailed in a recent bulletin. Employing solid-state
circuitry, the computer features continuous "real-time" control of variables in the chemical, refining and
process industries. For copy write
SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS CO., P.O. Box
22187, Houston 27, Tex., or use card.

I

Circle 285 on Reader Service Card.

TAPE RECORDEH: Bulletin 58 describes the company's recently introduced 16-channel digital magnetic,

EDP COMPUTER
PROGRAMMERS
Bendix, Kansas City, requires experienced programmers
with sufficient background to organize IBM 650 programs from basic job definitions. This function is an
essential part of our operation.
These positions require extensive background with
IBM 650 tape RAMAC equipment including programming experience in Production Control, Accounting or
Industrial Engineering. To qualify, it is essential to
have originated and carried through to completion a
variety of 650 programs which are presently in operation. A degree in Mathematics, Accounting, or Industrial Engineering is preferred.
Our long-term prime contract with the AEC involves
the manufacture of thousands of extremely precise individual devices on a special project basis. As an integral and extremely important part of the nuclear weapons program, Bendix has become Kansas City's largest
employer. We offer security, plus unusually generous
company benefits, in a community which is famous
for its bemity and low cost of living.
For further details, mail confidential resume to:
Mr. K. l. Beardsley
Technical Employment Representative
THE BENDIX CORPORATION
Box 303-QI, 'Kansas City 41, Missouri

Circle 80 on Reader Service Card.
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tape recorder, Model PS-216-D. Specifications and illustrations included.
Also available is Bulletin .5.5 covering
the entire PS-200 line of transistorized instrumentation tape recorders.
For copies write PRECISION INSTRUMENT CO., 1011 Commercial
St., San Carlos, Calif., or use card.
Circle 286 on Reader Service Card.

COMPUTER APPLICA TION: Report Number .16 is an 8-page description of refinery design work at
J. F. Pritchard & Co. being accomplished with an LGP-30 electronic
computer. Sample programs and computer outputs are illustrated. For
copy write ROYAL McBEE CORP.,
Data Processing Div., Port Chester,
N. Y., or use reader service card.
Circle 287 on Reader Service Card.

BANK ACCOUNTING: A 16-page illustrated booklet describes electronic
demand deposit accounting on a contractual basis. The booklet explains
how daily transactions are recorded
by an adding machine coupled to a
card punch and then processed at
night in a computing center. For
copy write THE SERVICE BUREAU
COEP., a subsidiary of IBM, 425
Park Ave:, New York 22, New York.

input, output capabilities are included. For copy write COMPUTER
CONTROL CO., INC., 983 Concord
St., Framingham, Mass., or use card.
Circle 291 on Reader Service Card.

DELAY LINES: An 18 page booklet
lists the advantages, disadvantages
and limitations of all types of delay
lines available, including high density, lumped constant, distributed constant, magnetostrictive and ultrasonic
delay lines. Exacting MIL specs which
are presently met by delay lines and
typical applications are enumerated.
For. copy write VALOR INSTRUMENTS, - INC., 13214 Crenshaw
Blvd., Gardena, Calif., or use card.

Circle 294 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 292 on Reader Service Card.

BUILDING BLOCKS: Two folders
describe this manufacturer's line of
building blocks. Folder C-1000 gives
details of the 5 megacycle line which
has been expanded to 35 different
and compatible units. Folder C-4000
describes 17 of the company's 500kilocycle, plug-in system building
blocks. Logic diagrams and price lists
are included in both folders. For
copies write DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORP., Maynard, Mass., or use card. '
Circle 293 on Reader Service Card.

BREADBOARD EQUIPMENT: Details and illustrations of this manuf~c
turer's products are included in a
four-page brochure. Breadboards built
in various degrees of complexity are
shown. For copy write ENGINEERED ELECTRONICS CO.,
1441 East Chestnut Ave., Santa Ana,
Calif., lor use reader service card.
DIGITAL TRANSLATOR: "A Progress Report on Machines to Learn to
Translate Languages and Retrieve Information" outlines theoretioal steps
in developing a digital computer for
mechanical language translation. The
author points out that such a computer would be able to. learn and
"pair off" only simple, synthetic languages 'and that the pairs which
could be successfully translated are
very limited. The report describes
the technical and semantic difficulties in detail, and proposes a unified
method for resolving problems in
both mechanical translation and information retrieval. For copy send
75¢ to OFFICE OF TECHNICAL
SERVICES, Business and Defense
Services Administmtion, U.S. Dept.
of Commerce, Washington 2.5, D.C.

Circle 288 on Reader Service Card.

(

AlE TRAFFIC CONTROL: "Breaking the Air Traffic Jam" titles a 21page booklet which discusses the
problems of 'air traffic control and
precision air navigation. A data proc-'
essing system's role in air traffic control is covered in detail. For copy
write GENERAL PRECISION
EQUIPMENT CORP., 92 Gold St:,
New Yo-rk 38, N.Y., or' use card.
Circle 289 on Reader Service Card.

'MICROELECTRONICS: Information
about this company's developments
in microcircuitry and computer memories is provided in a 20-page booklet. Techniques of fabrication and
packaging are described outlining a
2.50 word, 40 bits per word, bulk
ferrite memory segment. For copy
write CBS ELECTRONICS, 100
Endicott Street, Danvers, Mass.
Circle 290 on Reader Service Card.

LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR: A
large magnetic tape to magnetic tape
language translator is completely described in a four-page leaflet titled
".3C Pulse No.8." Applications and

GROW
WITH THE FIRM THAT
PIONEERS in PRECISION

I
IL

------------------,
Advanced Data Handling
I
ENGINEERS i
With Systems Background
II

_____________________ _

GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
... await qualified senior level engineers to assist L & N's able staff
in the development and engineerfng of, LN3000 Computer Control,
Systems for Industrial Processes in the Power, Petro-chemical, Steel
and Ceramic industries. B.S. or M.S., preferably in E.E. required
PLUS several years~ design & development experience on data
handling circuits incorporating digital computer techniques.
Send Resume to WAYNE L. BESSELMAN, Coordinator Technical Employment

Pioneers in Precision ... LEEDS
Instruments •

II!!I NORTHRUP

4901 Stenton Ave.

Automatic Controls. Furnaces

Philadelphia 44, Pa.

Circle 81 on Reader Service Card.
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PEOPLE MOVING UP
IN DATAMATION
~

./Irving L. Wieselman, manager, digital systems engineering Telemeter Magnetics, has been awarded the Louis
Lipsky Fellowship at the Weizman Institute of Science in
Tel Aviv, Israel, for a year beginning July 1, 1960. One
·of his responsibilities will be directing modification of the
.Weisac Computer.
'
. ./Two additions to the technical staff of Computer
Sciences Corp., a computer consulting firm in Inglewood,
Calif., have been announced. New members of the staff
are Reginald Martin and Jack Middlekauff.

PROGRAM AT THE
PUSH OF A PIN!-WITH OR
WITHOUT COMPONENT
.. ~ INTERPOSITION... .

t$~~~~~v@rns@~~[ID
,.

,

y~

50 logical, you'll wonder
why it wasn't designed
before-the 5ealectoboard
allows complete logic
programming at the s'imple
push of a pin-plug. It offers
every advantage in
circuitry switching and
component interposition
and simultaneously eliminates all disadvanta_ges.
Sealectoboard pin-plugs include
shorting type, diode-holder, wire lead
type. Available in all EIA colors. All
interchangeable.

ELI MIN ATE:

Patch cords; soldering/unsoldering components;
circuit-by-circuit troubleshooting; polarization roulette;

PRO VI DE:

Simple, fast circuitry programming without patch cords;
color-coding of logic for photo-recording; push-in, automatic polarization of
component interpOSition; miniaturization; preCise, self-cleaning, low-resistance switching; low initial cost ••• ALL WITH THE SEALECTOBOARD. WRITE

FOR COMPLETE LITERATURE TODAY...

PAT. PENDING

./George M. Sokol has been appointed manager of the
MOBIDIC (Mobile Digital Computer) program at the
Data Systems Operations of Sylvania Electronic Systems,
a division of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
./Lynn C. Holmes, director of engineering operations at
the Stromberg-Carlson Division of General Dynamics
Corp., has been named coordinator of all cooperative education programs at the division.
./ Promotions in the memory development department at
Remington Rand Univac, St. Paul, have been announced.
A. W. Allen is the new supervising engineer for thin film
memory production. Dr. P. L. Morawetz was promoted to
supervising engineer for advanced memory development .
./ Martin J. Crean has been appointed director of data
processing for Sperry Gyroscope Company, Great Neck,
N.Y. Crean will be responsible for planning and programming of business systems and the operation of central data
facilities.
./Dr. Hanan Rubin has been named manager of analytical services for The Service Bureau Corp.' in New York
City.
./Dr. James T. Smith, now head of the electrical engineering department at San Jose State College, has returned to the IBM General Products Division Development Laboratory in San Jose as advanced technology
manager.
./ Appointment of William Fitzwater, Jr. as senior design
specialist has been announced by Epsco-West, Anaheim,
Calif., manufacturer of high-speed data control systems.
./Uavid Fox has been named director of the computer
division of the Systems Research Group, Inc. in Mineola,
L.r. SRG is an independent research firm specializing in
data processing, computer programming and operations
analysis.
./ Anthony G. Oettinger, an expert on automatic translation from one language to another, became associate professor of linquistics and applied mathematics in Harvard
University on July 1. For the past seven years, Dr.
Oettinger has been working on computer 'translation of
Russian into English:
./John C. Croyle has been named director of customer
services of the Remington Rand Univac Div. 'of Sperry
Rand Corp. Mr. Croyle has spent the last 25 years with
the IBM Crop in the field of customer services .
.tJerry Svigals, nationally known as one of IBM's more
proficient "computer instructors," has been appointed
manager, Commercial Analysis, 'Data Processing Div.
Headquaiters, White Plains.

Circle 30 on Reader Service Card.
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LFE HAS NEW ·STORAGE, DISPLAY SYSTEM
A new data storage and display system, called RASTAD,
has been demonstrated by Laboratory for Electronics,
Inc., Boston,Mass. The demonstration showed the system's ability to store, retrieve, and display information almost instantaneously. A RASTAD system will ,be delivered soon to the government where it will be installed
in a highly classified location.
LFE's demonstration was conducted by an .operator
seated ata console. The operator pressed nine keys which
gave RAST AD all the information commands it needed.
By pressing the start key, RASTAD carried out the commands. Two seconds later the 21-inch screen displayed an
index listing the reports available in storage and the
drum, .track, and sector numbers where each report was
located. A report was ·selected and a touch of the erase
, key erased the index. Nine more keys were pressed and
the operator again pressed the start key.
In just two seconds the ;complete report consisting of
100 lilies with .128 characters (numl;>ers and letters) on
each line appeared on the TV-like tube. This report was
erased ang. more reports were requested and displayed
as rapidly as the operator could press the command keys.
By merely changing the operating mode, this ,same set of
keys was used to display a map. This display was retained on the tube while ot>her information was cailed for
and superimposed on specific areas of the map.

A RASTAD system consists of from 1 to 33 high density magnetic file drums containing 300 tracks on· each
drum, a symbol generator which simultaneously generates each of the alphanumeric and abstract characters required in report, map, chart, and other abstract displays
a master viewer and control console plus as many associated viewing consoles as required, and the necessary
associated electronic controls and power supplies. Each
file drum has a storage capacity of 1.7 million alphanumeric characters, giving a· 33 drum system a total storage capacity of some 55 million alphanumeric characters.
Access to any stored information is achieved in twotenths of a second. The system read/write rate is 20,000
characters per second - identical with the display rate of
the display equipment. A complete display consists of a .
maximum of 12,800 characters. A complete operation
from the pressing of the start key to a completed visual
display is accomplished in less than two seconds. The display may be erased immediately or retained for up to 20
minutes if desired. Thus, if a requesting error is made it
is discovered; the undesired information is erased; and
th,e proper request is inserted.
Circle 113 on Reader Service Card.

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
drum storage for reports, maps
Opportunity to broaden your background is only

•

Reports and maps viewed were all stored on high density magnetic file drums. Simply pressing the instruction
keys and the start button makes it possible to retrieve
any portion ~f stored information. RASTAD's chief value
lies in its ability to operate with virtually any computer
system in use today and enable that computer system to
operate ~ost economically.
Since a computer's principal function is to operate continuously on a pre-programmed basis to keep information
up to date, any interruption of this function diverts the
-computer to an auxiliary operation. A request for stored
information requires an auxiliary operation from the com- .
puter: A large number of such random requests ties up
the computer for unnecessarily long periods of time processing these auxiliary requests. This could result in the
loss of many thousands of dollars a month in valuable
computation time.
Random requests are addressed to the RASTAD files.
The information processed ·by the computer is automatically transmitted to RAST AD to keep the stored data up
to date. Any external requests for data are now directed
from .the RASTAD viewing consoles to the RAST AD
files, read from the files, and displayed on the RAST AD
viewers .. In this way the computer is permitted to continue its principal function uninterrupted; while its former amdliary function is taken over by the RAST AD
system.

one asset you will derive as a member of our
Data Processing Staff. Installation of an H-800
Computer necessitates an increase in our organization with individuals who have three or more
years of. successful experience in the EDPM field.
These positions require a minimum of 2 years experience on 650 tape systems or comparable
tape systems. College graduates preferred; however, demonstrated
capacity is acceptable.
,
.
We . offer comprehensive fringe benefits, competitive salaries, relocation allowances, and stimulating staff associations for qualified candidates.
We invite you to submit your resume to:

Mr. L. C. Bettega .
Manager-Technical Personnel
Engineering Division
Chrysler Corporation
P.O. Box 1118
Detroit 31, Michigan

Circle 82 on Reader Service Card.
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THE MAGAZINE OF AUTOMATIC INFORMATION HANDLING
is going, monthly beginning with the
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I n Step with Progress
The field of automatic information handling is vigorously
growing-and we are well aware of it! In order to keep up
with the dynamic industry we serve, DATAMATION proudly
announces monthly publication beginning January, 1961.
This d·ecision re-emphasizes our goal of providing
DAT AMATIONreaders with up-to-date, significant
information in many areas of interest: computing, data sensing,
recording, conversion, acquisition, transmission, storage, retrieval,
reduction and display, to name a few. Monthly publication
enables us to more easily broaden our scope of interest as
the indu'stry itself expands-thus furthering DATAMATION'S
desire to keep in step with progress.
F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc., a growing family of magazines
, DATAMATION
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
WESTERN ELECTRONIC NEWS
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
with offices in
CHICAGO 6
201 N. WELLS ST.

CLEVELAND 20

3537 LEE RD.

MANCHESTER 4, N. H.
434 WEBSTER ST.
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NEW YORK

SHAKER HEIGHTS

17

141 EAST 44Tfl ST.

LOS ANGELES 64

10373

W. PICO BLVD.
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETIES

AFIPS CONSTITUT'ION DRAFT
NOW' UNDER CONSIDERATION
I

June 6, 1960
Dear Mr. Lanzarotta:
It is desirable that the members of the ACM, PGEC of IRE, and the Computer Committee of AlEE, all of which are sponsoring societies of the National Joint Computer Committee, should be made aware of developments
relative to the National Joint Computer Committee as these have OCCUlTed
over the past several months. A forerunner to these events appeared in the
pages of your magazine when you published the deliberations, concerning the
future of computing societies, which were carried on at the Rand Corporation just prior to the WJCC meeting of 1959. These deliberations developed
the theme that something was lacking in the way of information processing
and computer science representation. Several members of the Association for
Computing Machinery had also considered this question at a national meeting
in Boston.
Subsequently, I called a special meeting of the National Joint Computer
Committee, which was open to the computing public, to consider the question
of "Whither NJCC?" This meeting was held the night before the official National Joint Computer Committee meeting which took place at December
1959 EJCC.
'
A direct outcome of these two meetings, official ana unofficial, was the conclusion by the members of NJCC that it would be desirable to form a "society
of societies" whose major purpose would be to take actions relative to those
matters which are either fragmented as a result of the multiplicity of societies
existing in the information processing ReId, or omitted because of the deeper
but n"arrower interest of each of the societies in the information processing
ReId. Examples of items of such a nature are: The conduct of NJCC meetings,
the representation of the United States in international information processing
affairs, the encouragement of joint 'seminars and symposiums among the various information processing societies, and the conduct of public relations of the
computing sciences with the other sciences and with society in generaL
Toward these ends the executive committee of the NJOC has undertake'n the
consideration of a draft constitution for an "American Federation of Jnformation Processing Societies." Duri~g the conduct of these considerations, the
sponsoring societies of NJCC have been kept carefully informed of events as
they occur. The major difference between the proposed AFIPS and the present NJCC is that the former can take action without repeated references to
the parent societies to carry out those functions which are not directly competitive with component society members, whereas the latter could not.
The present state of affairs is that a constitution has been agreed upon by
NJCC and has been submitted to the three presently sponsoring societies of
NJCC for ratiRcation. If this latter action takes place, then subsequently, under the constitution, other societies concerned with information processing may
be invited' to join the American Federation of Information Processing Societies.
In closing, it may be well to quote the purposes of the AFIPS as these are
stated in the draft constitution:
"The purpose of this Federation shall be the advancement and diffusion of
knowledge of. the information processing sciences. These sciences include, but
are by no means restricted to, the computer sciences and their applications to
Society. To this end it is part of the purpose of this Federation, among other
measures, to serve the public by making available to journals, newspapers, and
other channels of public information reliable communications as to information processing and its progress; to cooperate with local, national, and international organizations or agencies on matters pertaining to information processing; to serve as representative of the United States of America on inter-

HIGH SPEED

new DYKOR ® all-solid state photoelectric reader offers optimum reliability,
faster stops and higher reading
speeds ...
For applications such as digital computers,
machine tool control and tape conversion,
the fastest, most accurate Tape Reader available is the unique DYKOR 3500. Built by
pioneers in data processing technology, the
3500 provides high reliability at high tape
speeds.
FEATURES •.•

o STOPS FASTER-Before the next character at
1,000 char./sec.

(or faster if required).
o RELIABILITY ASSURED - By use of silicon
photo-diOdes, completely transistorized circuitry on etched circuit boards, simple inte·
grated optical system with regulated lamp
current.
o VERSATILlTY-5, 6, 7 or 8-channel tapes handled interchangeably. Reads any standard
tape material including oiled yellow Teletype
paper.
o. SIMPLE HANDLING-In-line load and unload.
o CHOICE OF SINGLE OR DUAL SPEEDS.
o SPOOLER UNIT AVAILABLE for take-up and
re-wind of tape.

00

00

0

o

000000

o

MOOEl4500 This DYKOR
reel,slrip Reader han·
dies 8" Or 10 1/," reels
or strips intelchange-

ably.

~

Ei"2:GXTR,ON'XCS
OR,::I? 0 R,.A.,TXON'

o

107 Albertson Ave •• Albertson,' L. I., N. Y.• PI 7·5090
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o READS FASTER-From 50 to 1,500 char./sec.

i
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AFIPS CONSTITUTION DRAFT •••

national organizations with like interests; to promote' unity and effectiveness
of effort among all those who are devoting themselves to information processing by research, by application of its principles, by teaching or by study; and
to foster the relations of the sciences of information processing to other sci~
ences and to the arts and industries. In pursuing these purposes, the Federation shall do nothing that is in direct competition with activities of its member societies."
Sincerely yours, '
Harry H. Goode, Chairman
National Joint Computer Committee
MORE ON COBOL

An Atmosphere·
of Achievement
Opportunity for personal progress and
advancement has never been greater than
it is today at Remington Rand Univac. An
Atmosphere of Achievement has created a
fresh, new w,orking environm,ent from
which superior systems and programming
are proving once again the leadership of
Univac automatic data processing.
Univac offers you the opportunity to
advance your career in a satisfying and
rewarding atmosphere of achievement.
Investigate these opportunities.
.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS ANALYSTS. EngineerIng, Mathematics or Physics degree with experience
In the use of large scale digital computers In realtime cO'ntrol systems with emphasis on timing and
control studies, methods of handling data and
complier development.
MILITARY SYSTEMS ANALYSTS. Engineering,
Mathematics or Physics degree with experience In
weapons and missile guidance systems Involving
digital control, digital conversion, radar and communications Information processing and Inputoutput equipment.
BUSINESS SYSTEMS ANALYSTS. College degree
with experience in business applications and programming of digital data processing equipment as
applied to production control, maintenance logistics" and managelT1ent reports and decision making.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS. College degree and
on'e _year or more of experience in programming
large scale digital computers. These positions
offer experienced programmers an opportunity to
Immediately assume higher level responsibilities
and Increase their professional status.

COMPUTER LOGICAL DESIGNERS. Engineering,
Mathematics, or Physics degree with experience In
the logical design of data processing equipment.
ENGINEER WRITERS. Engineering or Science
degree with experience in the preparation of operations or maintenance manuals for data processing
equipment.
, Send resume of educatl~n and experience to:
R. K. PATTERSON, Dept. 1-8

I

DIVISI,ON OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

2750 West Seventh St., St. Paul 16, Minn.

There are also immediate openings
in all areas of digital computer, development at our other laboratories.
Inquiries should be addressed to:

~

F. E. NAGLE,Dept. 1·8

R. F. MARTIN, Dept. 1·8

1900 West Allegheny

Wilson Avenue
South Norwalk, Conn.

Philadelphia 29, Pa.

CODASYL EMPHASIS SHIFTING
TO DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
DATAMATION has received a second letter from Mr. Charles A. Phillips,
Chairman of the Executive Committee, Conference 'on Data Systems Lan·
guages. Mr. Phillips' first letter, covering COBOL details and other CODA·
SYL developments, appeared in the May/June issue.
June 30, 1960
Dear Sandy:
Thanks for publishing my letter in the M1ay/June issue of DATAMATION.
lam taking !advantage of your offer to present this second letter covering
material omitted from the May/June issue by reason qf space'limitations, to- '
gether with some late developments on OOBOL.
Your readers will be interested to learn that COBOL is now in printed
form as a "Report to the Conference on Data Systems Languages, Including
Initial Specifications for a Common Business Oriented Language (COBOL)
for Progmmming Electronic Digital Computers." A copy is enclosed for your,
information. COBOL is being distributed to the CODASYL membership today and has been placed on sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. It should be ordered under
the title "Common Business Oriented Language, April 1960," mid the price
is 75¢ per copy with a discount of 25% on orders of 100 or more copies.
Whatever its limitations may be, the publication of a common business
oriented language - .cOBOL - developed as a spontaneous cooperative effort
of manufacturers and users of ,data processing equipment through a voluntary committee effort, 'and within 13 months from original conception, must
certainly be accepted as a general recognition by all concerned of the widespread and· urgent need for such a programming language.
To be effective, a programming language must be dynamic and quickly
responsive to questions involving ambiguity, error or needed improvement.
At the last meeting of the CODASYL Executive Committee on June 1st, a
change was made in. the organizational structure designed to maintain. the
currency and effectiveness of COBOL. To reHect the joint responsibility and
interest of both users and manufacturers in COBOL maintenance, the Technioal Committee and the Maintenance Committee were combined as the
COBOL Committee with a Manufacturers Group (the former Technical Committee) and a Users Group (the former Maintenance Committee). Ten manufacturers and twelve major users are now represented on these two groups
which meet concurrently (with at least one joint session) as frequently as
needed to consider problems arising in the development of compilers and the
further implement<ation of COBOL.
As supplem:ents to the COBOL report are agreed to by the COBOL Committee, they will be reproduced and a single copy sent to the CODASYL
membership. Periodically, these will be combined and the CODASYL members advised when they have been printed and are available through the
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Government Printing Office. We believe that this maintenance technique,
gives every manufacturer or user who has suggestions or criticism of COBOL
a quick and responsive method of presenting them for action.
The standard Government rental contract now being negotiated by the
General Services Administration contains a clause in which the. manufacturer
is asked to indicate. whether he will or will not provide a compiler for the
Common Business Oriented Language (COBOL). Most of the computer manufacturers have advised us of their intent to develop compilers for COBOL
and some have made public announcements 'On this subject. At the June 1st
meeting, the Executive Committee directed the Chairman to obtain as much
detail as possible from the manufacturers on their plans in this regard including a time schedule. Some of these schedules indioate that the compiler
development work is well along. At this point we are encouraged to believe
that computer users' looking' for the' adv:antages of
common language, ba~
sically in English, which is oriented toward business data processing problems, is open-ended and essentially ,independent of any make or model of
data processing equipment, can begin to use COBOL very soon.
Emphasis under the CODASYL program will be turning more and more
to the efforts of the Development Committee, and I would like to suggest
that you carry an article on this effort in an early issue 6f DATAMATION.
In~losing I wish to pay public tribute to the excellent support that computer manufucturers have given to the development of COBOL and the cooperative spirit that has been so much in evidence in writing the initial specifications. Those of us who have been working in the CODASYL program feel
confident that this same support will continue in the implementation stage.
Sincerely,

a

C. A. Phillips
(DATAMATION will carry a report on work being accomplished by the Development
Committee in the September/October issue. Key members 0/ that committee state that
"significant gains" are being made in the development of post·COBOL languages-Ed.)

... that possesses the mathematical logic
of giant computers, yet is easy to operate
and program ... requires no site preparation
or technic,al personneL.'.performs engineer-
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automatically and with electronic speed.
Iterates, compares, branches and h~ndles
sequences of complex operations. If you use

This equation relates operational amplifier accuracy to the error
contribution in each of 2 coefficient resistors: It occurs on page 5
of our technical manual "Networks for Computers".
We manufacture resistors and networks that maintain total
6 Eo accuracy of ± 0.005% when required. This performance
includes the effects of:

as few as
4 desk calculators
for the same
,
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job, the new CI'a~y DE-60 can save you
thousands of dollars every year!
To find out more about this versatile' com~
puter, simply mail in this coupon. No obligation, of course.
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Ordinary "precision" resistors cannot even
approach such performance ... frequently are rated
in terms of initial accuracy only. That is why
the largest computer manufacturer~
purchase all critical resistors and networks
from us. Prices are surprisingly moderate.

Free to computer design engineers

Franchises available to qualified principals.
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Clary Corporation ,*
Computer Division

Dept. 0-3
San Gabriel, Calif.
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PROVEN, DEPENDABLE ••• REAR·PROJECTION TYPE

omloomn DIGITAL DISPLAYS
All-transistorized
Honeywell 400, bright
new addition to the
Honeywell line oj EDP Systems!
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--------

Series 120000

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

,

Honeywell Electronic
Data Processing
System For full details call your

n~arest Honeywell office or write to
Minneapolis-Honeywell. D t
.
"
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, a amatlc
DIvIsion
ellesley Hills 81, Massachusetts
'
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•

All digits displayed on front viewing screen
All digits uniform in size and intensity
High-contrast viewing screen
Digit style of your choice
Colored digits of your choice
Individual units may be group assembled
for panel mounting

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS
Representatives in principa' cities

~
~
See page 10 for more information
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Series 10000
Series 80000
31/4" wide
51f4'" high
11 15/16" long
$33.00 each .
Series 120000
1" wide
15/16" high
37/8" long
$35.00 each
Quantity Prices
On Request

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS. INC.
5528 Vineland Avenue. North Hollywood. California
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ONLY PERFORATED STRIP

A single speed, unidirectional, photo-electric, perforated strip reader, the Potter 909 is
OBEDIENT .. . stops on the stop character at speeds
up to 600 characters per second and it can be

stepped one character at a time where synchronous
readout is needed.
VERSATILE ... output is a timed, shaped pulse for
input to a computer, high speed printer, or control
system .
... parallel NPN, PNP amplifier output circuit supplies
up to 40 ma to loads return'ed to any bias voltage.
FAST .. . operates at speeds up to 1000 characters per
second with complete dependability.
SENSITIVE . .. a broad image light source eliminates
the effects of filament variations in the lamp.
COMPACT ... fits into a 10% in. case-with its own
power supply and amplifiers.
The Potter 909 perforated tape reader includes a
tape transport system, tape reading system, power
system, and control system. It is designed for panel,
rack, or cabinet mounting. Accessories available
include tape spoolers and tape bin, cooling fan,
mounting adapters and extension frames.
WRITE FOR DETAILED SPECS AND LATEST
PRICE AND

DELIVERY INFORMATION

ST TAPE HANDLER FOR YOUR MONEV
The Potter 906 II is the high speed digital, m/agnetic
tape handler that gives you higher performance,
greater reliability, and lower cost than any other tape
handler on the market- bar none.
Only with the 906 n do you get such advantages as:
... full forward reverse cycling at 1 20 ips with 1 inch
tape .
.. . Iow skew tape guide that permits conventional
, recording at 400 bpi density .
••. 1500 bpi recording densities which are made possible by using the 906 II with the Potter Contiguous
Double Transition System. 450,000 a-bit characters
. per second can be recorded on 1 inch tape .
.. . transistorized control of all functions that simplifies
computer design.
: .. simplified packaging for easy maintenance .
... a price-far below other makes-that proves the
economy of superior design.
Compare them any way you like-spec for spec, dollar
for dollar, space for space-and you'll agree that the
high performance, low cost Potter 906lI is the most
tape transport at any price.
WRITE FOR DETAILED SPECS AND LATEST
PRICE AND DELIVERY INFORMATION

POTTER INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
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ACCEPTS

PROGRAMS
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ALTAC is the Philco mathernatical language
con1piler which operates in conjunction with
TAC, the Philco Translator Assembler-Compiler ... a powerful computer-oriented language
with extensive library features.
ALTAC is conlpletely compatible with the
nl~)st popular c1.lgeLraic languages in use today
. perrnitting thousands of existing progranls
to be run on the Philco 2000 Computer without
J
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change. It produces a fast, efficient running
progranl. T AC language inserts may be included
at will in ALTAC language prognrms.
AL T AC is now in full operation at custorner
installations.
Philco automatic programming techniques
enable you to learn and use the Philco 20()O
Computer faster. For more complete information, write:
PHILCO CORPORATION .. GOVERtJMENT & INDUSTfllAL GROUP
COMPUTER DIVISION, 3900 WELSH ROAD, WILLOW GROVE, PA.
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